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ABSTRACT 
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1994 

It is demonstrated in this thesis that the interval mathematics is a powerful tool 

to deal with uncertain phenomena especially when the uncertainty in bounded. In this 

thesis, we apply interval mathematics to several engineering problems, apparently for the 

first time in the world literature. The following topics are included: 

(1). The application of interval mathematics in several applied mechanics 

problems. A brief review of basis concepts is given, and some problems are presented to 

illustrate the application of interval mathematics. 

(2). The stability and dynamic response of viscoelastic plate are studied. The 

effect of viscoelastic parameters on critical velocity is elucidated. 

(3). The application of Qiu-Chen-Elishakoff theorem in uncertain string and 

beam problems is investigated. 
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Chapter I Introduction 

Recognition of the need to introduce the ideas of uncertainty in a wide variety of 

scientific fields today reflects in part some of the profound changes in science and 

engineering over the last decades. 

The natural question arises: how to deal with uncertainty? Since one of the 

meanings of uncertainty is randomness, a natural answer to this question was t and is to 

apply the theory of probability and random functions. Indeed, since the pioneering work 

by Meier in Germany, and by Freudemthal in Israel and later in the United States, 

probabilistic structural mechanics has achieved a high degree of sophistication. The power 

of probabilistic methods has been demonstrated beyond doubt in numerous publication 

on engineering subjects of paramount importance. Probabilistic modelling requires 

extensive knowledge of the random variables or functions involved. It leads to evaluation 

of the probability of successful performance by the structure, called reliability ,or to its 

complement, the probability of failure. Is probabilistic modelling the only way one could 

deal with uncertainty? It turns out that the answer is negative. Indeed, the indeterminacy 

about the uncertain variables involved could be stated in terms of these variables 

belonging to certain sets, such as: 

1. The uncertain parameter x is bounded, lxl :s: a 
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2. The uncertain function has envelope bounds, 

rowu( t) ~ x( t) ~ X"WU( t) 

where ru(t) and xappcr(t) are deterministic functions which delimit the range of variation 

of x(t). 

3. The uncertain function has an integral square bound: 

CD 

All these cases fall into the general category of Convex Modelling of Uncertainty, 

pioneered by Ben-Haim and Elishakoff in 1990. 

In this thesis we concentrate on a very specific treatment of uncertainty, namely 

when the parameters fall into Intervals. We utilize throughout the work interval 

mathematics which is a particular case of the general convex modelling of uncertainty. 

In Chapter II basic concepts of interval analysis are introduced. Some engineering 

examples are given to illustrate these concepts. Several methods to improve the accuracy 

of result delivered by interval extension are also discussed. 

!n Chapter HI some static stmctural problems are discussed. 

In Chapter IV the dynamic response of deterministic and random vibration are 

considered. We also use semi-analytical approach to calculate the resulting interval of the 

mean square response, and a sharp interval is obtained. 

In Chapter V the theory of viscoelastic is reviewed, equality of integra-differential 
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and differential-operator approaches, often used in the different papers, is discussed. 

In Chapter VI the flutter of viscoelastic beam or plate in gas flow are discussed, 

and the derivation is given by averaging method. The critical axial load and critical 

velocity are obtained by Galerkin method. The effects of damping and higher order 

viscoelactic terms are also discussed. 

In Chapter VII the fractional calculus is used to viscoelastic problem. This method 

has some advantages over conventional non-fractional representation. Since it requires 

fewer terms to fit experimental data, and can give exact solutions in some cases. Dynamic 

response of a simply supported beam with a constrained viscoelastic material layer is 

discussed. The method of interval analysis for complex equations is also studied. 

In Chapter VIII, we discuss the application of interval analysis in eigenvalue 

problems in string and beam problem. 

Finally, general conclusions are presented in Chapter IX. 

It is shown throughout the thesis that interval analysis can be effectively utilized 

to deal with problems of uncertainty in engineering. 
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Chapter II. A Review of Interval Mathematics 

2.1 Introduction 

We are intersted in finding the intexval of output variables due to input variables 

varying in certain intexvals. To find the range of output due to the random input 

parameters, we can use theory of probability for cases capable of exact solution or Monte 

Carlo simulation for cases not capable of exact solution. Such a process demands the 

knowledge of the probabilistic information about every input variable, as well as their 

joint densities. If we do not possess enough probabilistic information, we must use other 

methods to find the range of output, such as (a) intexval analysis, (b) convex modeling 

or (c) optimization technique. 

Intexval analysis can treat uncertain in coefficients and initial data. An resulting 

intexval will contain the entire set of possible values of the solution. Because intexval 

analysis can give an intexval result containing the exact intexval, this method can be used 

to estimate the maximum and minimum values of the output variables. 

In intexval analysis, the values at both ends of each input intexval are used to 

calculate the output intexval. This process is called a binary operation. There are four 



basic operations on real intetvals and the interval expressions are formed from these 

operations. The mathematical theory of interval analysis can be found in the books by 

Moore (1979), Alefeld and Herzerger (1983), Neumaier (1990) and Hansen (1992). 

The resulting interval is greater than or equal to the exact interval of the function 

evaluated. That is an inherent shortcoming of interval arithmetics that the results may tum 

out to be not sharp enough. Much attention has been paid to the generation of sharper 

intetval results (Hansen, 1975, Y asuo Fujii el., 1985). Hereafter we will review basic 

operations on intetval variables. 

2.2 Basis Concepts of Interval Analysis 

Field of real numbers: 

The field of real numbers is denoted by R, the members of R are denoted by 

lowercase letters a, b, ... , z. 

Closed real interval: 

A real interval A (or just interval A, if no confusion arises) is a closed bounded 

set (subset) of real numbers of JR. We can treat an interval as a "real number" represented 

by the ordered pair of its endpoints a1 and a, 

A= [a,. a..]= {tla,:s: t:s: a,; a1, a, ER} (2.1) 

where a1 is the lower bound of the interval, a., is the upper bound, a,. a, E R. If a1 = a, 

s 



= a, interval degenerates to a point interval, or a real number a E R. For example, A = 

[-2, 5] is a closed real interval, [3, 3] is a point interval representing the real number 3. 

Set of aU closed real intervals: 

The set of all closed real intervals is denoted by I(R), its members are denoted 

by uppercase letters A, B, ••. , Z. 

Equality: 

Let A= [a1 , a .. ], B = [b1 , b .. ] A= B means a1 = b1 and a .. = b,.. 

Interval arithmetic operations: 

Interval operation, denoted by *, upon two interval variables A and B, i.e. A *B, 

is defined as a binary operation on l(R). It uses the two endpoints of interval variables 

A,B: 

Z =A•B ={z=a•blaEA,bEB} (2.2) 

where, * represents one of the four basic operations addition + , substraction - , 

multiplication ·, and division :; a, b are point values in the interval A and B, respectively. 

Intervals A = [a1 , a .. ], B = [b1 , b .. ], A, B E I(R), are treated as independent interval 

variables. A *B is a closed real interval because j{a, b) = a*b E A *B, is a continuous 

function, j{a, b) takes the values of the largest, smallest and all other values in-between. 

The definitions of these operations are given below, 
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A +B = [a1+b, a, +b.,] 

-B =[-b.,, -b1], A-B=[a1-b.,, a,-b1] 

i,j =I, u 

1:B = 1/B = [1/b., 1/b1], 0 $.B 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

A:B=A/B=A·(UB)=[a,a,]·[llb.,t/b1], 0$-B (2.7) 

Example 2.1: Suppose that the interval F 1 represents the uncertain force applied 

in the axial direction of the bar (Fig 2.1.a), and takes as interval values [3, 5] in some 

units. F 2 is also an uncertain interval force, and equals [7, 8]. Then the reaction R = F 1 

+ F2 = [10, 13]. Analogously, when the two forces are acting in different directions, R 

= F 1 - F 1 (Fig. 2.1.b), and according to the definition in Eq(2.4), R = [-5, -2]. 

Let the interval F represent the uncertain force applied in vertical direction of a 

beam in Figure 2.1.c, andL be the interval variable describing the uncertain length of the 

beam. Then their product M = F · L represents the bending moment at the clamped end, 

M = [21, 40]. If the interval F = [3, 5] represents the force applied in axial direction of 

the bar in Figure 2.1.d, and A = [7, 8]is the interval variable for its area, then ratio :I = 

F!A represents the stress in the bar. Using the operator of division yields :I = [3/8, 5n]. 

However, the multiplication L1 orAl: is [21/8, 40n], which is interval being larger than 

F. The exact interval of stress :I = [a, a.,] should be defined so that L1 = F. Then we 

get equations 7a1 = 3, 8a., = 5, resulting in l: = [3n, 5/8] E [3/8, Sn]. This example 
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shows that noncritical use of the basic operations may result in larger intervals than the 

exact ones. In this case, it was simple to find the exact interval. It may not constitute 

however the general case. 

If we take A = B, and treat A, B as independent variables, then natural question 

arises: does the expression A - A vanish? It is remarkable that by using Eq(2.4) we do 

not obtain zero. Indeed, A - A = [ a1 - a,. , a,. - a,] is different from zero unless a1 = a,.. 

Analogously, A :A is different from unity, namely A :A = [a1 /a,., a,./a1]. However the 

results generated by the interval analysis contain the exact values, namely, 

0 E A -A and 1 E A : A. 

Operation rules (algebraic properties of interval arithematic) 

Interval operations possess with properties of commutativity, associativity and 

subdistributivity. These properties are immediate consequences of the set theory. 

1. commutativity: A+B = B+A,A·B = B·A 

2. associativity: (A+B )+C = A+(B+C ), (AB)C = A(BC) 

3. subdistributivity: A(B+C) C AB+AC 

Unary Operation 

If real function r(x) is a continuous unary operation on real variable x E R, then, 

r(X) is an unar•; operation on interval va..-iable X E !(.R). For example,~. !n(x), sin(x) 

are real continuous functions, whereas X t, In X, sin X are unary interval operations. 

Unary operations are treated as interval variables. In this way, these functions can be used 

in interval analysis 
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r(X) =(min r(X), max r(X)) 
zex zex 

(2.8) 

Inclusion Monotonicity 

The fundamental property of interval computation is inclusion monotonicity. Let 

us be given intervals A (l), B(l) E I(R), k = 1, 2. If A (k) C B(k>, then, for the basic 

operators * (i.e. +, -, ·, :), the following property holds 

(2.9) 

As a special case, if we choose an arbitrary real nwnber a from interval A, and 

arbitrary real number b from B, i.e. a E A, b E B, then the result of the operation of 

these two real numbers a*b will fall into the interval result ofA*B, i.e. a*b C A*B. The 

real functions studied here are assumed to consist of the combination of the operations 

•. Then, the exact interval of the function (minimum to maximum) will be included in 

the interval given by interval operation by changing real variables a;, b; into interval 

variables A;, B;. This is the reason that the interval result produced by the mathematical 

theory of interval analysis includes the exact interval of the real function. 

Linear Equations 

Given a linear equation KX = F, where, K and Fare known interval variables. 

Problem consists in finding the interval variable X. 

The solution X from KX = F does not coincide with the solution from X = F/K. 
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As shown in Example 2.1, the solution is a= [3/8, S/7] from a= FIA, however, solution 

is a = [3n, 5/8] from Aa = F. 

This difference comes from the unclosed operations in interval analysis, i.e. 

interval propagation has its direction. This direction is from the interval of input variables 

to the output inteiVal. Because of the physical processes and inclusion monotonicity 

principle, this direction is irreversible. We use the sign ~ to express the direction of 

inteiVal propagation, and use ~ r to denote the input and resulting inteiVal. 

Three cases below may be useful 

(a): Assume that the interval variables F and K are known as input inteiVals, and 

the output interval X (or _x{r~ is wanted. Then the expression _x(r) = F/K, 0 ft K 

is used, or in directional expression FIK ~ _x<r>. 

(b): Assume that the interval variable K and X are known as input intervals, the 

inteiVal F is wanted. Then the expression KX = F, i.e., KX ~ F is used. 

(c): Assume that the interval variable K is known as an input interval, and the output 

inteiVal F is measured. The input unknown intervallf!.i) is wanted, i.e. to find an 

inteiVal X satisfying the expression KJ(CiJ = F. 

Case c is suitable for those practical problems, in which we do not know one input 

interval (difficult to measure), however we know the result interval (easy to measure or 

given by some regulations). Here, we should keep in mind that the interval wanted is an 

input not an output interval. 

Example 2, Consider n springs in parallel, the stiffness of each spring is the same 

k. We assume that n and k are interval variables and all the spring stiffness are same. 
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Note that n can take only integer value. The inteiVal of total stiffness is K = nk. It is clear 

that n and k are input inteiVal variables and K is the output variable. Therefore the 

direction of inteiVal propagation is from n and k to the K, i.e. K <= nk. If we know the 

input inteiVals n and k, we can calculate K directly. If we know the input inteiVal n and 

output K, we want to find another input inteiValJCiJ, which must be a solution satisfying 

the equation K = n/CiJ, rather than the inteiVal from ltlj = P/n. 

As a particular case, K = [1, 2], n = [3, 8], the solution to the equation K = n/CiJ 

is Jt•l = [1/3, 1/4]. If k from the rule k!lj = Fin, ltlj is [1/8, 2/3]. We will immediately 

find that nk!lj = [3, 8][1/8, 2/3] = [3/8, 16/3] :::> K. 

It is clear from this example the equation [(X.i) = F does not follow JC..•> = F:K. 

Because of the inclusion monotonicity, for the same inteiVals K and F, the inteiVal JC..i) 

as an input inteiVal will be smaller than or equal to the inteiVal r.•>. The equation [(X.i) 

= F is satisfied by r.i) E I(R), and x E X.O, k E K, f E F, we have kx =f. If we write 

in the form x = ftk, then x E F/K, therefore we have r.o C x<•>. 

The geometric meaning of the linear equation is shown in Fig 2.2.a, the inteiVals 

K = [kj, kJ and F = [F1, F 2] are known. If we use x<•>=F/K, the bounds r.•> = [XJ, x4]; If 

we use gX.i}=F, the bounds JC..i) = [x1, xJ. It is clear that JC..i) ~ r.•>. If we use K = [k~t 

kJ and X.•> = [x3, x4] as input inteiVals to find output inteiVal F from KX!-" => F, we 

get F = [F3, F4], which is bigger than the inteiVal F = [F" F 2] (see Fig 2.2.a). 

For some input inteiVal K and output inteiVal F, we can not find another input 

inteiVal JC..i) which satisfies that equation. Ratsheck (1971} showed that iff xK :t: xF, [(X.i) 
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= F is satisfied by an J(!..iJ E I(R); iff 'iK = 'XJ' $ 0, the solution for the equation [(X(iJ = 

F is not unique. Auxiliary functions xK and xF are as follow, 

(2.10) 

Consider an example .to illustrate Ratsheck's result. Let K = [-1, 2], F = [-2, 2], 

xK = -1/2, xF = -1, xK > xF. There is a unique solution ](!..•)=[-1, 1] satisfying [(X(iJ = 

F (see Fig 2.2.b). If K = [-1, 2], and F = [-2, 4], xK = 'XJ' = -1/2 $ 0. The solution is not 

unique, ](!..•) = [a, 2], -1 $ a$ 2 satisfies the equation [(X(iJ = F (see Fig 2.2.c). If K = 

[-1, 2], F = [-2, 6], xK = -1/2, xF = -1/3, xK < 'Xf'. From Fig 2.2.d, it is clear that there 

is no solution of J(!..iJ, Some simple examples of application of interval analysis are given 

as follows. 

Example 2.3. Fig 2.3.a shows a uniform bar with length of U., a force P is applied in 

the middle of the bar in the direction of the axis. There is a clearance between the end 

of bar and a rigid wall. Assume that the elongation of the bar under the force P is bigger 

than (), This is a statically indeterminate problem, and the compatibility equation must be 

used. Tnis equation reads o = l'L/EA - 2XL/EA., where X is the reaciion force. 

The variables L and A are considered to be interval variables, therefore X will also 

be an interval variable. It is clear that L and A are input intervals, X is resulting interval, 
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It is assumed that the ranges of length L and reaction X are known, the interval 

A can be found by solving the equation X =0.5(P-~ (i)IL), i.e., in the form of endpoints 

P tlE[A (i) A (in 1 tlEA <IJ tlEA (i) 
[X XJ = - I ' ,,J - [P- II P- I ] (2.11) 

P 2 2[L LJ -2 L -L-
P I II 

thus the bounds of input interval A (i) are given 

A1<i) =L
11
(P-2X..)I(t£) (2.12) 

If L is taken to be L=[lOO, 110]cm, 6 = Scm, P = 2.0E, where E is the value of 

Young's modulus, then the reaction measured is X= [0.25E, O.SE]. The solution is A1(i) 

= 110(2.0-1.0)/6 = 22cm2
, A 11(i) = 100(2.0-0.5)/6 = 30 cm2

• 

If L and X are treated as input intervals, the interval result is calculated by this 

form A<•> = L(P- '2X)I(bE), or in the endpoints form 

A1<'> =L1(P -2X,.)I(bE) A!'> =L
11
(P-2X1)1(t£) (2.13) 

then the solution isAl•> =100(2-1)/6 = 20 cm2
, A.<•> =110(2-0.5)/6 = 33 cm2

• This solution 

is larger than the solution A (i) 

Example 2.4. Fig 2.3.b shows a speed controller, which consists of four bars mechanism 

with lengths L, two balls with equal masses m1 and a weight with mass 2m2• M is the 

valve displacement, mh << L. It is ~sumed that L, g be constants, m1 and :::2 be interval 

variables, m10 and mw are the middle points for m1 and m,.. The relation between oo and 

ooh be oo = ki(M+h~, where k and h0 are constants, h0= J< m10 + m20 ) g I ( m10L k 2 
) - h0 • 

The problem is to determine l1h if other parameters are known. 
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Because masses can control the displacement !J.h, m1 and m2 are input interval 

variables and M is a resulting interval. 

The equation of the controller is m1Loo2cos8 =(m1+mJg. 

By using h = 2L( 1-cosO) and Ah << L, we get LcosO - L, therefore from the 

equation of the controller, we obtain 

Ah 1 = Ah" = 

assume m1 = ( 1 ± 0.05) m1~ mz = ( 1 ± 0.05) m;w, we get [h1
, h•] = h0[0.9512, 1.0533]. 

Example 2.5. Consider the free transverse vibration of a uniform, simply supported beam 

having a circular cross section with inner diameter d and outer diameter D {Fig 2.3-c). 

The nth-natural frequency of the beam reads 

(2.14) 

where d = [d1, dJ, L = [L., LJ are considered as interval variables. All other variables are 

considered as constants. As a result, the natural frequency is also an interval variable o. 

= [ ro ... , oo .. J. Let us assume it is easier to measure the ranges of the variation of L and oo •. 

We are interested in finding the interval of variation for the inner diameter d with known 

intervals L and o.. From Eq{2.14), we get 

0 z = {mt)4E{D 2+dZ) 
• 64pL" 

(2.14.1) 
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Because intervals Q 0 , d and L are positive, so their squares are, o.. '1. = [ ro,. 2, w,?], tf = [ d1
2
, 

d.2] and L4 = [£1
4

, £.4]. The interval of inner diameter for which we get the interval o.. 

satisfies the following equation 

(2.14.2) 

Let us specify some numerical parameters, n = 1, E = 2.1·1010 g N/m2, D = 0.1 m, p = 

7.8·103 kg/m3
, g = 9.8 m/s2, L = [1.0, 1.1] meters, o.. = [650, 850]Hz. From above 

equation, we obtain the interval of inter diameter 

d,= 
64pp,2£ .. 4 2 64x7.8x103x6502x1.14 -o.12 =0.0734m -D = 

n4£ n 4 x2.1x9.81x1010 

(2.14.3) 

d = 
64pp;L,4 

2 64x7 .8x10lx8502x1.04 -o.12 = 0.0893m -D = .. n4E n 4 x2.1x9.81x1010 

Distance Between Two Interval Variables 

The distance d(A, B) between two interval variables A and B is defined as the 

largest value of either two lower bounds or two upper bounds 

d(A,B) =max {I a1-b1l, I a .. - b.,l} :r: 0 (2.15) 

The distance can be used to measure the difference between the exact range and 
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the range yielded by interval analysis. 

Width of an Interval 

The width w(A) of an interval A is defined as the difference between the upper 

and lower bounds of the interval. For the interval variable A = [au a2], its width is 

w(A) =a,. -a10?: 0 (2.16) 

For vector of interval variables X = (Xu X~ .. .XJ, the width is defined as w(X) 

= max{w(X;), i=1,n)} 

Excess Width 

The difference between the interval F(X) obtained through use of the interval 

analysis and the exact interval F(X) is defined as the excess width 

w.[F(X)] = w[F(X)] - w[F •(X)] 

Intersection and Union of Intervals 

Intersection A n B of two intervals A and B, is the common part of the 

two intervals, 

(2.17) 

AnB ={c!cEA, cEB} ={max(al"b:), min(a,.,b)} (2.18) 

If two intervals A and B have non-empty intersection, their union interval A U B 

is the total part of the two intervals, 
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AUB ={min( a,. b1), max( a .. , b .. )} (2.19) 

2.3 Interval of Continuous Real Function 

In interval analysis, we deal with operations of addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, division and unary operation. The calculating procedure for f{x) is to 

determine its value for every x. If f{x) is composed of finite operations either + - · : or 

unary operation, interval arithmetic of evaluation for f{x) is to replace variables X-1>, 

xf.2>, .. _x!.a) by intervals .x<1>, ](!.2>, ... .x<a>, where xf..i> E X(i), 1 :s: i :s: n. X(i) are treated as 

independent interval variables. If the function f{X) only has + - · : and unary operations, 

then interval evaluation off is 

F(X(l>,x<z>, . .x<·~ = {f{x<1>,x(2>, .. .x<n~lx<A:>ex<•>} 

= {minf(x<1>,x(2), .. .x<n~, maxj(x<1>,x(2), .. x<·~} 

Exact interval J(X) can be obtained if each variable occuiS only once in the 

expression. In most cases, it is not easy to find an expression by algebraic means in 

which all variables occur only once, for example, in the expression f{x1, xJ = x1x2(x1 -

xJ, the variables x1 and ~ occur twice. Therefore evaluation of the resulting interval F 

by interval method result in an interval which is larger than cr equal tc the exact range 

of function ./{X). 

The distance between the result interval given by interval analysis F and exact 

interval given by analytical or other method .I{ X) satisfies the inequality d(F, /)!t.y w (X), 

where y :2: 0 (see Alefeld and Herzberger, 1983). 
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There are several ways to improve the accuracy of interval analysis result, 

1. use algebraic manipulation to reduce the occurrence of each variable, 

2. try different interval extension to find sharper outputs, 

3. refinement of the interval of variables, 

4. method of interval and continuous variables combined, 

5. method of interval and analytical analyses combined, 

It is clear that the distance depends on the expressions of the function, for 

example, consider I= X - r, X = [0, 1 ]. This function has an extreme (maximum) value 

at x = 0.5, and a minimum value I = 0 at x = 0/1, therefore the exact interval I = [0, 

0.25]. Table 2.1 gives the resulting intervals for different expressions of the same function 

I for the interval X= [0, 1]. In Table 2.1, the result interval is calculated by changing 

continuous variable x to interval variable X directly, the distance and width in Table 2.1 

are calculated by Eq(2.15) and (2.16). 

Table 2.1: Different expressions and resulting intervals 

expressions resulting distance width 

function J(x) interval d(F,/) w(F) 

0.25 -(x -0.5)2 [0, 0.25] 0.00 0.25 

0.25 -(x -0.5 )(x -0.5) [0, 0.5] 0.25 0.5 

x( 1 -x) [0, 1] 0.75 1.0 

x-x 2 [-1, 1] 1.00 2.0 
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There are some interval extensions, such as natural interval, centered form, mean 

value form extension, etc. Natural extension simply changes the variables and parameters 

to interval variables, and calculates the output interval. The term "natural" is utilized to 

indicate that this extension is obtained by direct replacing of the variables in the function 

by interval variables. For example, for function f = x-i'- with interval variable X= [x~ xJ, 

the natural extension is F =X- J(l, other non-natural extension are X(l -X), J(l(l -

X)/X, etc. 

Centered form interval extension of a rational function f is to rewrite function as 

(2.21) 

where Yi =xi - c" ci can be chosen as ci = (xi1 + xt)/2. Because Jr..x) is a rational function, 

it will be possible to write g(y) in the following form, 

Then natural interval extension must be used. The centered form is expressed as 

II 

Fc(X1,X2, ••• ,X,.) =f( c1,c2, ••• , c,.) + l: Y;H;(Y1, ••• , Y,.) 
i•l 

(2.23) 

It is clear that natural extension is a basic interval extension. In other interval 

extensions, first algebraic manipulation is used to get an expression, then natura! 

extension is used to change the expression into an interval form. 

Example: 

Given a real function f(x) = 1-Sx +x 3/3. The range of/with interval variable 
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X = [2, 3] is wanted. The function takes the following values at the extreme values of x 

respectively, /{2) = -6.66, /{3) = -5. Its minimum value is achieved at x = .[5, where 

f{ .[5) = -10.[5 /3 = -7.4535. Therefore the exact interval of variation of functionf(x) is 

f= [ -1o.f513, -5] = [-7.454, -5]. 

We now want to utilize interval analysis. Assume x being an interval variable X 

= [2,3]. Two different interval extensions will be employed here to calculate the output 

interval variable. 

1. Natural extension: By using the expressionj(x) = 1- 5x + xl/3, the interval of 

this function j{x) is FA(X) = FA([2, 3D = 1-5[2, 3] + [8, 27]/3 = [- 34/3, 0]. However, by 

using another seemingly equivalent expression, f{x) = 1 - x{5-r/3), the extension is F.([2, 

3D = 1-[2, 3](5 - [4, 9]/3} = [ - 10, -3]. Note that the later result is sharper than the 

former one. 

2. Centered form interval extension: According to Eq(2.21}, the given function 

can be rewritten as 

j{x) = f{c) + g(y) 

where x = y + c, c = (2+3)/2 = 2.5, f{c) = -151/24. From Eq(2.22), g(y) is in the form 

g(y) = .f(y+c) - f{c) = y h(y) = y(y/3 + cy + c'-- 5) 

By using natural extension to above equation for the interval X = [2, 3], we get 

Y =X- c = [-1/2, 1/2], andH(Y) = fl/3 + cY + c'-- 5 = [-1/12, 1/12] + [-5/4, 5/4] + 1.25 

= [1/12, 31/12]. The product G(Y) = Y H(Y) = [-1/2, 1/2] [1/12, 31/12] = [-31/24, 

31/24]. From Eq(2.23), we get 
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F.,(X) = j{c) + YH(Y) = -151/24 + [-31/24, 31/24] = [-91/12, -5] = [-7.5833, -5]. 

In this example, the inteiVal result from centered form F.,(X) is sharper than its 

counterpart obtained from the natural extension F.(X). 

It should be noted that for other problems the expression F J..X) may not be sharper 

than F .. (X). We use the above example with input interval X= [0, 18). This function has 

a minimum value I= -10 [5 /3 at x = If, and a maximum value I = 1855 at x = 18. 

Therefore the exact inteiVal of I (x) is /=[ -10 {5 /3, 1855] = [ -6.454, 1855). The natural 

extension reads F .. (X) = F .. ([O, 18D = 1-5[0, 18] + [0, 183)13 = [- 90, 1856]. For centered 

form inteiVal extension, c = 18/2 = 9, Y =X- c = [-9, 9]. We obtain j{c) = 1-45+93/3 

= 199, H(Y) = f'2/3 + cY + d'-- 5 = [-27, 27] + [-81, 81] + 76 = [-108, 108] + 76 = [-

32, 184] and G(Y) = Y H(Y) = [-9, 9] [-32, 184] = [-1656, 1656]. Therefore, FJ..X) = 

f{c) + YH(Y) = 199 + [-1656, 1656] = [-1457, 1855]. This result shows that F.(X) is 

sharper than F J..X) because the excess width (Eq(2.17)) for natural extension is 91-

10/5/3 = 83.5465, but for centered form inteiVal extension w. is 1457-10/5/3 = 

1449.5646. 

The excess width is proportional to L w(X)IN for natural inteiVal extension, and 

to K w(Xi!N for centered form inteiVal extension, L, K being constants, N is the number 

of the inteiVal divided, hereN=1 (see Alfefeld and Herzberger, 1983). Because the excess 

width is affected by many factors, it is difficult to show which inteiVal extension is better. 

Refinement of Interval of Variables 
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According to the definition of the distance for natural extension d(F, /) :so y w (X), 

y ~ 0, we know that the distance is proportional to the width of input interval X. 

Therefore, we can use the small input intervals to get a sharper output interval. By cutting 

the interval X1 into N pieces of small subdivisions, 

N 

x,= uxi.J. 
j,•1 I 

the resulting interval is the union of the output intervals of the subdivision, 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

if N approaches infinity, F ~ = f{X1, •• .XJ will be the exact interval of the function. 

This method can reduce the excess in result interval, but it needs a greater 

computational effort. For example, for n - variable function, with each interval is divided 

into N subdivisions, then there will be totally NA interval expression. 

Example: 

The function f( x) = e ""x 3/3! Given by Dong (1987), with interval variable X = 

[2, 5], we are interested in finding the result interval. 

This function has a maximum value at x = 3, 1{3) = 2.819, and has the minimum 

value at x = 5, j{S) = 0.140, therefore the exact output interval is J = [0.140, 0.224]. 

The interval obtained by natural extension is 
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F(X) = [8, 125][e-5
, e-2]/6 = [0.0089, 2.819] 

The interval given by interval analysis includes the exact interval, but the excess 

width is 2.73. 

Now the refinement of interval variable method is used to solve this problem. 

Dividing the interval [2, 5] into two equal subintervals [2, 3.5] and [3.5, 5], we obtain 

result intervals p<t> and p<2> corresponding to the subintervals [2, 3.5] and [3.5, 5], 

respectively. The final resulting interval F (2) is obtained as an union of p<t> and Ji(2>. We 

have 

F<1>(X) = [8, 42.875][e-3.s, e-2]16 = [0.0402, 0.967] 

Ji(2>(X) = [42,875, 125][e-5, e-35]16 = [0.0481, 0.629] 

F (2)=F<
1> U F<2> = [0.0402, 0.967] 

F (2) yields a sharper result than F(X) obtained by using N = 1. 

*Vertex Method: 

Vertex method was suggested to deal with interval problem in Dong's paper 

(1989). The interval variables X1, ... X. form an n - dimensional rectangle with 2" vertices. 

The coordinates of all vertices actually are the combination of n pair of end points of 

interval numbers. Denote the j-th combination or the j-th vertex, j = 1,2 .•. , N; N = 2", by 

v,;. There are two separate cases of j{X1, •• .XJ 

1. f is a continuous function and no extreme point exists in the box region or on its 

surface. Therefore, the maximum and the minimum values are located only at the comers 

of the box, then the interval will be 

2. f is continuous, and there are extreme points e"' k = 1,2 ••. , m, in the box region or on 
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F(X) = f(X1, .. .X) = [m~n(/(v)), m~(f(v))] (2.26) 
J J 

its surface. Therefore, the maximum and minimum may not be on the comers of the box. 

We have to use other methods to find the extreme points e~o and then compare them with 

the values on the comers. This procedure is expressed as below 

F(X) =/(X1, .. .X) = [~!n(/(v),f(eJ), ~~(f(v),f(eJ)] (2.27) 

For the above example, there is an extreme (maximum) point at x = 3, 1{3) = 

0.224, and .1(2) = 0.180, j{S) = 0.140, then F(X)=[0.140, 0.224) is an exact interval. 

If the function is monotonic, the extremes must be at the vertices. Then vertex 

method will give an exact interval; however, if the function is non - monotonic, some 

other methods should be used to find the extremum points. This forms an optimization 

process. 

2.4 Combination of Interval Analysis and Analytical Method 

Interval analysis can give a resulting interval for the evaluated function, but 

generally, the width excess of resulting interval is large if the interval of the interval 

variable is large. The key reason for the large width excess is that some variables occur 

more than once. If each interval variable occurs only once, interval analysis gives an 

exact resulting interval. 

However, in most cases, it is impossible for variables to occur only once. We 

should bear in mind that the width excess also depends on the choice of function and 

width of variable interval. Algebraic method and different interval extensions are used to 
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reduce variable occurrence; interval refinement is to reduce the width of initial interval 

variables. For an arbitrary function, it is difficult to use algebra or different interval 

expressions, while interval refinement needs a lot of calculating effort. We hereby suggest 

semi - analytical approach to reduce the excess: 

Decompose the function j{xH ... , xJ into a combination of subfunctions /;(x1, ... , 

' xJ, i=1,2, ... m. The sub functions h. must be chosen to be functions which can be analyzed 

easily 

f(x1, ... , x) = f(h, ... , f.J (2.28) 

If vertex method is used to obtain the exact interval of function[;, then follow the 

steps below: 

1. If h. is a monotonic function, 

Fi = [;(X1, ... X) = [m~n(f,{v)), m~(f,{v))] (2.29) 
J J 

2. If/; is non - monotonic, 

FfX) = [;(X1, .. X;) = [min(f,{v),f.(eJ), max(/.(v),f.(eJ)] (2.30) 
jk jk 

In this way, the number of variables and their occurrence may be greatly reduced, 

and a more accurate result for the interval can be obtained. 

Example: Calculate the interval of E(XZ) for a two DOF nonlinear system under a 

stationary Gaussian white noise excitation, the expression of E(XZ) given by Dr. 

Elishakoff Q. 
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F~X) =/;(X1, •• .J() = [minif.{v.\f.(eJ), maxif.(v.\f.(eJ)] (2.31) 
j,k i' j,k i' 

where A and k are interval variables; fJ = 0.1, E = 1.0 are constants. The exact interval 

is given by optimization program. Refinement and semi-analytical approach are used to 

get the result interval. In semi-analytical approach, 

/= ft + / 1(1- /J/(1 +2E)= / 1[1 +{1- /J/(1 +2t)] (2.32) 

where h. = 1/(2/Jc), / 2 = 12(J/(f..k'2(1 +2t)~. Both h. and / 2 are monotonic functions of the 

variables A and k. The results are listed in the table below: 

Table 2.2: The refinement interval analysis 

N Lower bound Upper bound 

N= 1 0.1074074 0.6654321 

N=2 0.11049 0.662963 

N=5 0.1108067 0.6572185 

N= 10 0.1108625 0.6526375 

N=50 0.1108976 0.6465238 

Semi-analytical 0.1107407 0.6654321 

Exact 0.1109055, 0.6444444 
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R Fl R~------=E==·------~-

F 

Fig 2.1: Simple examples of interval analysis. 
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F 

X 

Fig 2.2.a: The geometric illustration of interval linear equation. 
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F 
1<=2.0 

-4.0 X 

k=-1.0 

Fig 2.2.b: X=(-1, 1] is a unique solution for K=[l, 2], F=[-2, 2]. 
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F 
k=2.0 

-4.0 X 

k=-1.0 

Figure 2.2.c: X=[ a, 2], -l:!!:as2, is solution for F=[-2, 4], K=[-1, 2] 
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F 
k=2.0 

F=6 

G.o X 

----'~+---- F=-2 

k=-1.0 

Fig 2.2.d: No solution for F = [-2, 6], K = [-1, 2]. 
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Fig 2.3.a: A static undetermined example. 
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Fig. 2.3.b: To determine the intervall:.h for a speed controller. 
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~ m. ~ ~ 
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Fig. 2.3.c: To determin the interval d for a simply supported tube. 
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Chapter III: Uncertainty Analysis in Static Problems 

3.1 Simply Supported Beam 

In this chapter, the interval analysis method is applied to some static problems. As 

the first example, we consider a simply supported beam with uniformly distributed load 

q and the concentrated load P at the centroid of the cross section (Fig. 3.1), q and P are 

in the opposite direction. Since both the structure and the load are symmetric with respect 

to the middle cross section, only half a span of the beam is analyzed. The reactions at two 

ends are equal to 

R =R =P-ql 
A B 2 

The bending moment M and shearing force V read, respectively, 

qx 2 Px qx 
M=RAx +-=---(1-x) 

2 2 2 

P I 
V=R.A +qx =2 -q(2 -x) 

p I 
V=Rs-qx =2 -q(2 +x) 

0$!.X$!.L/2 

L 
O<X<-

2 

L -<X<L 
2 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

The shearing force Vis the first derivative of the bending moment, and varnishes 

at the point x = x0 = LI2-P/2q. The following three cases shown in Fig 3.2 are of special 

interest. 

Case 1: 0 :!il: x0 :!il: L/2. The bending moment M(x) reaches its extremum value at 

x0<
1> = L/2 - P/(2q), x0(2) = L-x0<

1> = L/2 + Pl(2q). The maximum bending moment is 
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located at either x = 0, (L) or x = L/2. Thus, max M(x) =max {0, M(L/2)}. The interval 

of the bending moment is 

(M(xJ,O] for O:s:P:s: qL 
2 

M= 
(3.4) 

[M(xJ,M(L)] 
2 

for qL :s:P:s:qL 
2 

where M(L/2) = 0.25L(P-qL/2), M(xo) = 0.5(0.15RA+0.5qL)(L-P!q), 

Case 2. :xo<O. The interval of the bending moment is M=[O, M(L/2)]. 

Case 3. :xa>L/2. The interval of the bending moment is M=[M(L/2), 0]. 

3.1.1 Interval Analysis with Interval Load P and Q 

Now let P and q be interval variables with following intervals P = [50, 100] kN, 

and Q = [q~ qJ = (8,12] kN/m, respectively. The variable xis continuous variable. The 

length of the beam is fixed at £=10 m. Because qL E [80, 120], there is an overlap 

between the values taken on by qL and P. It is clear that the value qL can be either 

greater or smaller than P. In other words, Xo can be in the region of [0, L/2] or outside. 

This combines cases 1 and 2. We are looking for the upper and lower bounds of the 

bending moment. 

The end points of the intervals of reaction forces RA = RB = [R11 RJ are 

(3.5) 
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The intexval of reaction forces RA and R8 are ( -35,10] kN. This intexvals is exact 

because the intexvals P and q appear only once. 

The intexval for bending moment is 

M= Px- Qx(L-x) 
2 2 

or expressed in the form of lower and upper bounds of intexval, 

M
1
(x) = Pf- q,r (l-x) = -35x+6x 2 

2 2 

M,.(x) = p: -q: (l-x) =lOx +4x 2 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Notice that in Eq(3.6) interval variables P and Q occur only once. Hence, Eq.(3.6) 

yields an exact interval of the bending moment for any given point x. If we can find the 

maximum bending moment M,. and minimum bending moment M, then the exact intexval 

of the bending moment isM= (min M/..x), max M,.(x)] (see Fig.3.3). 

To find the minimum of the lower bound M, let the first derivative of M1 be zero, 

i.e., dM/dx = - 35 + 12x = 0. This yields x0 = 35/12 m and d'-M1/di'- = 12 > 0. Therefore, 

M1 has a minimum value -35·(35/12)+6·(35/12)2 = -352/24 kN·m at x0• As for the upper 

bound M,., since dMjdx = 10 + 8x > 0, M. does not reach an extreme value inside the 

range x E [0, L/2]. Jlt,. reaches the maximum value max {MJ = 150 /u.V·m at~ = L/2. 

Therefore, the resulting intexval is M = ( -352/24, 150]. 

If we calculate the reaction forces RA and RB first, and then calculate the 

bending moment M* in endpoint form 
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M; = R~ + 0.5q.r = O.SPjX- 0.5x(qJ..- q~) 

M: = R.rX + 0.5q,jl = 0.5P ~ - 0.5x(q~ - q~) 

(A) 

(B) 

where the superscript asterisk indicates that we first calculate the reaction forces, and take 

RA and R8 as independent interval variables in Eq(A) and Eq(B). Compared with 

Eq(3.7), it is clear that the interval M is sharper thanK. The results of interval analysis 

forM, M and the nominal moment M are plotted in Fig 3.3. Substituting the intervals 

for P and Q into M, we arrive at the bounds M; = -35x + 4r, M; = lOx + nr. The 

minimum value of M; is located at x0 = 35/8 determined by the equation dM"!dx = 0, and 

the value itself is u,_• = -35·(35/8)+4·(35/8i = -352/16 kN·m. The maximum of M; is 

located at x = L/2 = 5, and the value itself is M; = 10·5 + 6·52 = 200 kN·m. Therefore, 

the maximum and minimum values of K are M1• = -352/16 kN·m and M; = 200 kN·m, 

respectively. Hence, 

M = [ -352/24, 150] kN·m (3.8) 

3.1.2 Analytical Expression of Maximum and Minimum of Bending Moment 

M(x,p,q) 

In the following, we check the results of bending moment given interval analysis. 

1. Maximum Moment 

From the above discussion, we have learned that at x = 0 and L, the bending 

moment M = 0, and the maximum moment is located in one of the following locations, 

x = 0 and L, or, x = L/2, when P and q are positive. We first evaluate the value M(P, q) 

at the location x = L/2, if M(P, q) at x = L/2 is greater than zero, then the maximum 
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moment is located at x = L/2, otherwise, the maximum moment is zero and is located at 

x = 0, and L. The moment at x = L/2 reads, 

(3.9) 

Substituting Eq(3.1) into Eq(3.9), we get 

(3.10) 

The load P varies in the range [P1, P:J, q varies in the range [q1, q:J. The moment 

M(P, q) is a function of P and q, and it has a maximum value at the point x = L/2, P = 

P-z, q = q1 (Fig. 3.4) 

maxM(x,p,q) = P,.L - q,Lz = lOOxlO- 8x102 = 150 kN·m (3.11) 
4 8 4 8 

2. Minimum Moment 

Since P > 0 and q > 0, the minimum of moment is located either at the endpoints 

of the beam x = 0 and L, or, at the extreme points (that of minimum) of moment x = x0 

and L-x0 (symmetric case). The extreme point Xo is obtained by equating the first 

derivative of Eq.(3.2) to zero, which yields x0 = (qL-P)I(2q). 

The values of moment at x = 0 or L are M(O) = M(L) = 0. The moment at the 

point x0 is a quadratic function of P and q 

The derivatives with respect to P and q of the bending moment at x0 are, 
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2 
M(xo/' ) =R x + qxo _ P-qL qL-P + q(qL-P)2 = _ (qL-P)2 (3.12) 

,q A: 0 2 2 2q 2(2q)2 8q 

respective} y, 

iJM(xJ - qL-P 
iJP -4q' 

aM(xJ = p2-(qL)2 
aq Sq 2 

iJ2M(xJ 1 
-___,...- = --< 0, 

i)p2 4q 
(3.13) 

iJ2M(xJ p2 
---::-- = -- < 0, aq2 4q3 

From Eq(3.13), we conclude that for any given P (or q), the bending moment 

M(x0, P, q) has a convex shape along q (or P) (see Fig 3.3). Hence, the minimum value 

point should be at one of the four possible comers of variables P and q. In our special 

case, P E [50, 100], q E [8, 12]. From Eq(3.12), we know that the possible minimum 

value points are only at (P, q) = (P1, q~ or (P2o qJ (Fig 3.4). Since 

M(xo. P1, q;) = M(xo. 50, 12) = -(120-50)2/(8·12) = -352/24 kN·m 

M(x0, P2o qJ = M(xo. 100, 8) = -(80-100)2/(8·8) = -202/64 kN·m 

Then, min M(x0, P, q) = -352/24 kN·ni at P = P1 = 50, q = q. =12. The exact interval of 

the bending moment by this analysis isM.=[-352/24, 150] = [-51.0147, 150]. This result 

is identical to the interval result given by Eq.(3.8). 

It is noted that the output intervals satisfy the relations Mi :::l Me :2M., where i, 

c and a stand for interval, combined and analytical methods, respectively. Because of 

interval monotonicity, resulting interval becomes increasing larger with more interval 
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variables involved. If x, P and q are assumed to be continuous variables, the exact 

interval of a function of x, P and q can be found by optimization. 

3.1.3 Interval Analysis with Different Input Intervals Load Q 

Let us consider two special cases of Q, namely, when Q is either a small interval 

or a large interval. To calculate the resulting interval of bending moment M.f...x) = [Md, 

Me~~], assume here that x is a continuous variable, where "c" indicates that the variable x 

is considered as a continuous variable. The interval P is taken to be the same as above, 

whereas x is a continuous variable in the range [0, L/2]. 

Example A: For an input interval Q = [3, 4] and the interval P =[50, 100], we 

have a simple case qL ~ P. The reactions are RA = R8 = P/2- QL,s-:·pO, 100]/2-

[3,4]L/2 = [5, 35]. In analogy to Eq(3.7), we have the lower and upper bounds of the 

bending moment 

M., 1 =0.5[P1x -q.,x(L -x)] = 5x +2.0x 2 

M.,., = 0.5 [P.,x- q1x(L -x)] = 35x + 1.5x 2 

(3.14) 

Both M., 1 and M., 11 do not have extreme values in the range x = 0 to L/2. The 

minimum of M., 1 equals zero which is attained at x = 0, whereas the maximum value of 

M., namely, M., 11 is 212.5 N-m atiained at x = Sm. Tnerefore the resulting moment is J.llc 

= [0, 212.5]. 

Example B: For an interval Q = [11,15], and the same interval for P = [50, 100], 

we have ql > P > 0 (Fig 3.2). Let x be a continuous variable in [0, L/2]. RA = R8 = [-
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SO, -5]. The lower and upper bounds of the bending moment read 

Mc. 1 =O.S(P,x -q.,x(L -x)) =-SOx +1.Sx 2 

Me.., =O.S(P.,x -q1x(L -x)) = -Sx +S.Sx 2 

(3.15) 

From dMd!dx = -50 + 15x0 = 0, we get x0 = 50/15. Thus, we can find the 

minimum value, min {Me, 1} =Me, 1(xJ = -502/30 kN·m. Now, we look for the maximum 

value Me... Since tfMc. jtJr = 11 > 0, the function Me. .. has a concave shape. Hence, 

max Me. .. = max { Me. v.(O), Me, .. (L/2) } = 112.5 kN·m. We obtain the resulting interval of 

the bending moment Me = [ -502/30, 112.5] kN·m. 

3.2 A More Complicated Example 

Consider a simply supported beam shown in Fig 3.6. The nominal values of the 

concentrated force P is 40 kN, distributed force q is 10 kN/m, and the concentrated 

moment M is 80 kN·m. The lengths are: a = 1 m, b = 5 m, c = 2 m and d = 1 m. From 

l:MA = 0, and "':.M8 = 0, we get the reaction forces RA and RB> respectively, as follows 

RA = (2P +32q -M)/8 RB =(6P+M +12q)/8 (3.16) 

We define the nominal values of output parameters as those obtained by all 

parameters fixed at their nominal values. The nominal reaction forces are RA = 45 kN and 

R8 = 55 kN, and the nominal bending moment is given as follows, 

M" = -qr/2 for o :s x :s 1 

M" = -qr/2 + R ... (x - 1) = (2P-M)(x-1)/8+q[36(x-1)/8 - r/2] for 1 :s x :s 6 

M" = RJ..9-x) • P(1-x) = [2P(x-l)+(M+12q)(9-x)]/8 for 7 :s x :s 9 
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M" = RJ..9-x) = (6P+M+12q)(9-x)/8 for 7 s x s 9 

for the nominal values of P and q, the nominal moment M(x) is plotted in Fig 3.7. 

Now, we consider a case which involves uncertainty, namely, we treat the case 

when the concentrated force P, the distributed force q and the concentrated moment M 

are interval variables as follows, 

P = 40 ± 4 = [36, 44], Q = 10 ± 1 = [9, 11], M = 80 ± 8 = [72, 88] 

The natural extension is used to calculate the output interval for the bending 

moment. The upper and lower bounds of the reaction forces and the bending moment are 

given below. Because each interval variable occurs only once in the formula, we get exact 

output intervals for reaction forces and the bending moment as follows, 

R.._ 1 = (2P1 +32q1MJ/8 

RB, I= (6P, +12q,+Mi)/8 

M,., 1 = -q,;i'-12 for 0 s x s 1 

.R.._,. = (2P,. +32q,.-Mi)/8 

RB.• = (6P,. +12q,.+MJ/8 

M,., 1 = (2P1MJ(x-1)/8 + 36qJ(x-1)/8- q,j'-/2] for 1 s x < 6 

M,., 1 = [2PJ(x-1)+(M,+12qi)(9-x)]/8 for 6 < x s 7 

M,., 1 = (6P,+M,+12qi)(9-x)/8 for 7sxs9 

M* = -q#-12, for 0 s x s 1 

M. = (2P,.-Mi)(x-1)/8 + 36q,.(x-1)/8- q#/2], for 1 s x < 6 

M. = [2P,.(x-1)+(M,.+12qJ(9-x)]/8, for 6 < x s 7 

MXI' = (6P,.+M,.+12qJ(9-x)/8, for 7sxs9 
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The plots of the upper and lower bounds of the bending moment are shown in Fig 

3.7. It is noted that although we have a 10% uncertainty of input variables, the output 

uncertainty turns out to be much bigger. For the reaction forces, the intervals are RA = 

[34, 46] kN and R8 = [49.5, 60.5] kN, respectively. This results in a 10% deviation from 

the nominal values of 40 and 55 kN, respectively. For the bending moment, the 

maximum value of upper bound is max Mtt,., = 137.5 kN·m at x = 6+, the minimum of the 

lower bound is min Mtt, 1 = -28.0 kN·m at x = 6-. Thus the deviation in the bending 

moment is much greater than 10%. This is due to a nonlinear, namely, piece-wise linear, 

relationship between the bending moment and the loadings. 

From these two examples, it is seen that interval analysis method can be used to 

find the range of uncertainty of the output variables in static problems. In some cases, 

interval analysis can produce exact output intervals. The question arises how the interval 

values of the bending moments can be used for design purposes. Assume that the yield 

stress is also an interval variable, given by 

O:y = [ OY,l' Or,.,] (3.17) 

We can find the stress represented as an interval variable, 

a = [a,, a.,] = [M1/S, M.,IS] (3.18) 

where S represents the section modulus. Consider first the case that a, > 0, and o,. > 0. 

Then the safety factor k can be treated as an interval variable 

k = [k,, k,.] 

It is defined by Elishakoff(1994) that 
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k = ay = [ ar., ar, .. 1 (3.20) 
a [ a1, a., 1 

The other cases, namely the one with a1 < 0, a., > 0, and either lcrJ < cr., 

or lcr11 > cr., are treated in according with the rules of intexval variables. 
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Fig 3.1: The simply supported beam. 
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Fig 3.2: The cuiVes of the bending moment for the three cases. 
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Fig 3.6: A more complicated simply supported beam example. 
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Chapter IV: Parameter Uncertainty in Dynamic Response 

It is important to evaluate the uncertainty of the dynamic response in the case 

when the parameters of the system or excitation are uncertain. There are several ways to 

deal with such problems. If the parameters can be treated as random variables, 

probabilistic theory must be used to find the probabilistic distribution of the output 

response. If the parameters constitute random processes, parametric excitation method of 

random vibration must be used. In both cases, much probabilistic information is needed. 

Often, however, we only have limited experimental information and probabilistic analysis 

can not be fully justified. In that case, we can use non-probabilistic modelling to deal 

with the uncertainty. Convex modeling, interval analysis and optimization method can be 

used for this purpose. 

4.1 Mean Square Response of a Two DOF System 

A two DOF system depicted in Fig 4.1 is studied here. This system consists of two 

masses m1 and m,., three springs and three dashpots. As the parameter 2 is changing from 

zero to infinity, the system changes from two separate one DOF systems (2 = 0), to the 

two DOF system (0 < 2 < oo), and finally to a one DOF system (2 - oo). The excitation 

force F1 applied on m1 is a white noise random excitation with a spectral density 



S~w)=S0, and its autocorrelation function is :ar.s'06(t-t'). The uncertainty of mean square 

response of the system, i.e., the interval range due to the variation of the parameters, is 

required. 

The equation of motion for this system is 

[M]{.f }+[C]Ct }+[K]{x }={F} (4.1) 

where, {x} = (x1, x;'JT is a vector of displacements, {F} = (F1, O)T is vector of excitations, 

as is seen only the first mass is subjected to the excitation; the matrices [M], [C], [K] are 

symmetric 

[

m1 
[M]= 0 0 l [c(l +~>) -ell l [k(l +e) -h ] [C] = [K]= 

m2 -ce c(l +~>) -IcE k(l +e) 

This system has a proportional damping matrix [C]=(c/k)[K], therefore this system 

can be uncoupled and the dynamic response can be found by modal analysis method. 

Here, the uncertainties in masses, spring and dashpot are considered, while other 

parameters are considered as constants. The bounds of the parameter uncertainties in this 

system are assumed as follows 

The bounds of the uncertainty of the mean square response values of this system 

are required 

First we use the Lyaponov Method to find the mean square responses, then, use 
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minE(X1
2
), maxE(X1

2
); minE(X2

2
), maxE(X1

2
) 

• • 2 • 2 • • 2 • 2 
mmE(X1 ), maxE(X1 ); mmE(X2 ), maxE(X1 ) 

(4.3) 

natural extension and other inteiVal analysis method to find the output inteiVals. 

4.1.1 General Expression of Mean Square Responses 

The Lyaponov equation {Gersch, 1970) is used to get the mean square responses 

2 2 '2. '2. T·TT for E(X1 ), E(X2 ), E(X1 J and E(X2 J. Let { q } = { x , x } be a state vector, and we 

write Eq ( 4.1) as a set of first order linear equations 

{ q }2nx1 =[A ]:z,x:zn { q }2nxl + [B]:z,XII {F },xl (4.4) 

where the matrices [A] and [B] are 

[B]=[ 
0 l -M-l 

The solution of Eq( 4,4) reads 

{ q(t)} = e (A)(t-t.) { q(tcJ} + fe (AJ(t-")[B] {F('t) }dt (4.5) 

According to the definition of mean square response for the state vector { q}, we 

have a covariance matrix [P] for the state vector {q(t)}, [P] = E[q(t)qT(t)]. It is a 2nx2n 

matrix given in the form 
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[
xxr XXT] 

[P(tHwa .. =E . . . T 
XXT XX 

(4.6) 

The matrix [P] is positive-definite and symmetric. Therefore, there are n(2n+ 1) 

independent unknown components in this matrix. The meaning of each element in matrix 

[P] is as follows 

pii=E[,k;l n<is2n (4.7) 

P;,,..;=E[Xj,..J =0 O<i~n P;,,..i=E[X,Xj] = -E[X,xj] = -p,.+iJ O<i,j~n 

According to Eq(4.7), fromp4,.+i = 0, we can determine n terms, and from p4,.+i 

= Pn+i. i' n(n-1)/2 unknown can be reduced. Therefore, the number of the unknown 

components is reduced from n(2n+1) to (n/2)(3n+1). 

Substituting Eq( 4.5) into Eq( 4.6), the covariance matrix [P] becomes 

"' 
(4.8) 

where [D] is the covariance matrix of the excitations, [D]~ =E[F(t)F T(t 1
) ]. In our 

case, n=2, F1 is a white noise excitation, andF2 = 0; D 11 = E [F1(t)F1(f)] = 21rS06(t-(), 

As t approaches infinity, a steady state covariance matrix [P] can be obtained. Let 
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P=[Q("t)dt. Then from Eq(4,8) we get Q(~) =elA~[B][D][B]TelAt-c. From this definition, 

we can get the first derivative 

dQ(~) =AQ(~) +Q(~)A T 

dt 

Integrating Eq( 4.9) from 0 to oo, we have 

... ... ... 
[dQ =A IQ(~)dt+ IQ(~)dtA T 

The left hand side of the above equation can be changed into 

Notice P= [Q(~)dt, we have 
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(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 



Comparing Eq( 4.12) with Eq( 4.8), we have a similar relation 

Since dP = -[B][D][BY, we can get 
dt 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

Because the two matrices P and D are symmetric, the matrices AP+PA T and BDBT 

are also symmetric matrices. If the matrices BDBT and A are known, P can be 

determined from Eq( 4.14). 

4.1.2 Mean Square Response of the Two DOF System 

In our special case, the number of degree of freedom is n = 2, therefore the 

number of independent unknown components of Pii is 7. The matrices [A] and [B] are 

given as follows 

0 0 1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 0 
(4.15) [A]= -k{l+t}/m1 k£/m2 -c(l+E)/m1 ct/m2 

[B]= 
-1/ml 0 

k£/ml -k{l+t)/m2 ct/m1 -c(l+t)/m2 0 -1/m 2 
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There are seven unknown elements P;; 

2 
Pu =E(Xl) 

• 2 
p33=E(Xl) 

(4.16) 

The expressions for these two symmetric matrices AP+PAT and BDBT are 

obtained by using a symbolic algebra package Mathematica 

0 0 11 12 0 0 0 0 

0 13 z. 0 0 0 (4.17) AP+PAT= BDBT= 
Is 16 Dulml 0 

sym 11 sym 0 

Let ek=k{l+E), ec:=c(1+£), and D11 = :ar.s'o- Then, the expression for l1 •••• L, are 

According to Eq( 4.14), AP+PAT = BDBr. We compare both sides of this equation 

to get a set of linear equations 

['I']{p} = { d} (4.18) 
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['I'] reads 

e.,/m1 -elm 1 ce/m1 0 1 0 0 

ke/m2 -e.,/m2 -ejm2 0 0 1 0 

0 -e.,/ml ejm1 ke/m1 0 1 0 

[W]= 0 ke/m2 -ce/m2 e.,/m2 0 0 1 

0 0 -2kr./ml 0 -2ejml 2cr./m1 0 

0 0 e.,/m2 -e.,/m1 0 ce/m2 ejm1+ejm2 0 

0 0 2ke/m2 0 0 2ce/m2 -2ejm2 

The symbolic solutions of Pw P'J:b P 33 and P 44 are given by Mathematica. If we 

choose a specific case m1 = m2 = m, these mean square responses become 
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p =E[X2]_ Du 2c2(:1+Se+9e2+ye3+2e")+kme2(:1+2e+2e~ 
11 1 4kc(1+2e~ c 2(1+3e+2e~+kme2 

(4.19) 

= :rrSo[1+ 1 + 2(c
2
/km) ] 

4kc (1+2e)2 e2/(1+e)+(1+2e)(c 2/km) 

p
22

=E[X
2
2]= Due

2 2c2(:1+3e+2e~+km(1+2e+2e~ 
4kc(1 +2e~ c 2(:1 +3e +2e~ +kme2 

(4.20) 

p =E[X~= Du c2(:2+8e+9e2+2e~+kme2(:1+e) 
33 1 4cm(1+2e) c2(:1+3e+2e~+kme2 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

Consider now special cases: 

a) for e-o, the system turns into two separate one DOF systems. The force F 1 

is applied on the first mass mv and no excitation is applied on the second mass m2• 

Therefore, for system containing m1, the mean square responses Pw p 33 reduce to those 

of the one DOF system. For system containing ~. the mean square response vanishes 

(4.23) 

b) for e-oo, the two mass system becomes one DOF system with mass m1 + m2, 

spring stiffness 2k and damping 2c. The mean square responses are 

:rr.S'O :rr.S'O 
p11 =P22 =P12 =--, p33 =P44 =P34 --=--:----~ 

4ck 2c(m1 +m,) 
(4.24) 

As is seen, in this particular case, these results are the same as those given by 
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Elishakoff (1983). 

4.1.3 Interval Results of the Mean Square Responses 

Now, we use optimization to find the maximum and minimum values of 

E(X{), E(X2
2
) with the parameters m~ m,., c and k treated as interval variables, 

We choose the initial points are m1 = m2 = 1.0, c = 0.2, k = 100.0, and the fixed 

parameter e at 0.5. The results are listed in the Table 4.1, 

Table 4.1: The optimal locations for max, min of E(~~ 

ml ~ c k 

max E{X11 1.5 0.3 0.1 50 

max E(X2'1 1.5 1.5 0.1 50 

min E(X{) 0.8 1.6 0.3 150 

min E{X2
2
) 

0.5 2.0 0.3 150 
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For E[X;l, we choose the bounds of variables to be 0.5 !II m1, m, !II 2.0, 0.1 !II c 

!II 0.3, 50.0 !II k !II 150.0 and the parameter e =1.0. The initial point is the same as 

above, and the results are listed in the Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: The optimal locations for max, min of E(X;
2

) 

ml mz c k 

max E(X;) 0.5 0.5 0.1 so 

max E(X21 0.5 0.5 0.1 so 

min E(X11 2.0 2.0 0.3 150 

min E(X21 0.5 2.0 0.3 50 

Because E(X;2) ex 1/(ck), max E(X;2) are located at minimal values of c and k, 

respectively, whereas min E(X/) are located at maximum values of c and k. Now, since 

E(X;
2

) ex 1/(cm;), max E(.k;
2

) corresponds to minimum values of c and mb whereas min 

• 2 
E(X;) corresponds to maximum values of c and mi. 

Example: Calculate the range of mean square response E(X1~ of the first mass in the 
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two degree of freedom system, 

Interval variables are K = [0.5, 1.0], M = [0.5, 1.5], fixed parameters are e = 1.0, 

c = 0.3, S0 = 1.0. Since this function is monotonic in both k and m if k, m > 0, the 

minimum value of E(X/) is located at the comer k = m = 0.5, and the maximum value 

at k = 1.0, m = 1.5. Therefore, the exact interval is E(X/) = f(K, M) = [3.3709, 8.2038]; 

the resulting interval given by natural extension is F(K, M) = [3.109, 11.356]. By cutting 

input interval K and M into N equal subintervals, refinement method gives E(X/) = 

F(K,M) = [3.275, 10.205], [3.356829, 8.68048], [3.367105, 8.367942], [3.36901, 

8.303717] and [3.370309,8.223332] for N = 4, 10, 30, 50 and 250, respectively. 

By using semi-analytical approach, we rewrite the equation in the form 

~o ., =1 + 1 + 2c 2 

fc.t> = 4kc' 1
<2> (1+2e)2 Jan 2/(1 )+(1 2) 2 E +E +ec 

here h. and / 2 are monotonic functions with variables k and m, then F 1 = [2.61799, 

5.23599], F2 = [1.28758, 1.556807]. The interval function is defined as follows F = F 1F 2 

for possible values f = f Jz. The resulting inter-.;al is F = [3.33, 8.207], which is almost the 

exact result. 
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4.2 Interval Analysis of Response due to Base Movement 

We consider a single degree of freedom system shown in Fig 4.2 with a 

concentrated mass m, a spring k, and a dashpot c. It is excited by the base movement x~ 

The base movement has an acceleration whose spectrum is described as the Kanai-Tajimi 

spectrum (. The equation of the motion for this system reads 

mJC +c(x-x) +k{x-x) =0 (4.26) 

The natural frequency without damping is ro0 = Jk!m , the damping coefficient 

t; =c/(2Jmk ). The equation of motion can be rewritten in the form 

(4.27) 

Let the movement related to the base be y = x - x
1 

, Eq( 4.23) is changed into 

(4.28) 

4.2.1 Mean Square Response of a Single DOF System 

The mean square response value of the relative displacement y is 

E[Y2
] = J1H(ro)j2S,(ro)dro -

(4.29) 

where H(ro) is the frequency response spectrum of the system (Fig 4.3), and SJ.ro) is the 

spectral density of the acceleration xB' taken as the Kanai-Tajimi spectrum 
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(4.30) 

The formula in the book by Crandall and Mark (1963) is used here to calculate 

the mean square response E(y'l), 

(4.31) 

where the parameteiS of ai and bi in the above equation are as follows 

ao= 1 al = 2(sroo + s,ro) a:z= (I)~+ w! +4ss,ooooo, a3= 2ooooo,(Soo, +s,ooJ (4.32) 

a4=(oo0w)2 b0= b1=0 b2=-2s,oo, b3=oo; 

Substituting these parameteiS into Eq( 4.31), the mean square value E(¥2} is 

obtained as 

E(Y~= :noo, s,oo! +4ss!oo!ooo +4(s
2 +s~s,w,oo~ +<S +4ss~oo~ (4.33) 

2ss8(1)3 
( oo! -oo~2 + 4ss,ooooo,( oo! +(I)~ + 4(fg2 +s~(l)~(l): 

4.2.2 Interval Analysis of the Mean Square Response 

The parameteiS s
8 

and oo
8 

are treated as interval variables, other parameteiS are 

treated as constants. Rewrite E(y'l) in the form 

We consider two cases, in the fiiSt case relatively "small" input intervals are 
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involved, whereas in the second case relatively "large" intervals for the input intervals 

; 
8 

and ro 
8 

are considered. 

For the first case, the interval variable ; 1 is [0.1, 0.3], ro 1 is [10, 30], and the 

constant parameters are fixed at ; = 0.2, ro0 = 20.0, X0 = 1.0. Optimization is used to find 

the exact range of E(Y~. The maximum of E[Y2
] is located at (0.1, 20), max E[¥2] = 

8.9175x10-3
; The minimum of E[Y2] is located at (0.3, 10), min E[Y2

] = 5.8361x104 (see 

Fig 4.4). 

For the second case, the range of interval variables are chosen as ; 1 = [0.1, 0.5], 

ro 
1 
= [0, 50]. The constant parameters are the same as above. max E(f'l] = 8.9175x10"3 

occurring at (0.1,20), min E[¥2] = 0.0 taking place at (1)1 = 0.0, (see Fig 4.5). 

The interval analysis results given by natural extension are [7.12x104
, 1.26x10"2

] 

and [0.0, 1.39x10"2
] for these two cases, respectively. 

4.2.3 Interval Analysis of Deterministic Response due to Base Movement 

The system is a one degree of freedom model, excited by the base movement x8 

= X
8 

eico1
, then, x

8
=iroXi"''. The equation of motion for this model is 

mJC+c:t+kx=c:X +kx 
8 8 

The steady state displacement of the mass is assumed to have a form 

x=Be• 

Substituting these solutions into the motion equation Eq( 4.35), we get 
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(4.36) 



( -mw2 + icw + k)Be;. = ( icw + k)X e.., 
II 

(4.37) 

From this equation, the amplitude of the complex - valued steady state response 

Breads 

B=X 
II 

(4.38) 

Let parameters m, k, c, x
8 

be treated as interval variables. Since the interval 

variables m, k, c, x
8 

are positive, and the square root function is a unary and monotonic 

function, the interval of the response B = [B~ BJ reads 

(4.39) 

Although the intervals k, m and ware positive, the lower bound of (k.- m,.w2,k.-

m1w~2 may tum out to be negative by straight-forward use of an ordinary operation of 

multiplication, which would contradict the physical meaning. Here we use the definition 

for the power of an interval variable given by Moore (1979). Consider the interval 

variable q> = [k-mw2t. It is a square of the variable [k-mw2]. In order to express it 

conveniently, we define the variables w1, w· and w2 

w =». 2 m 
1 

(4.40) 

The interval variable <I> is expressed below, 
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[(k1 - m,.oo~2, (k,. - m1oo~2] 00 < 001 

[q>, q>,.] = 
[O,(k,. - m,oo~2] oo1 =' oo < oo• 

(4.41) 
[O,(k1 - m,.oo~2] oo• =' oo < oo2 

[(k,. - m1oo~2, (k1 - m,.oo~2] 00 2: 002 

According to this definition, the lower bound of inteiVal variable q> is greater than 

or equal to zero. Further, we know that the inteiVal result of q> + c2oo2 must be a positive 

inteiVal variable. Therefore the natural inteiVal extension of Eq( 4.39) is 

(4.42) 

Because the function of square root is an unary and monotonic function, the two 

endpoints of the inteiVal variable B can be obtained as follows, 

(4.43) 

If oo is treated as a continuous variable, Eq( 4.43} is a mixed inteiVal expression 

of Eq( 4.39). According to the inclusion monotonicity property in inteiVal analysis, the 

inteiVal result given by Eq(4.43) includes the exact range of Eq(4.39) obtainable by 

optimization. 

Case 1: First we consider a special case with "relatively large" inteiVal variables 

m = [1, 5], k = [30, 100], c = [0.05, 0.25], X
8
=[0.5,3], the continuous variable oo domain 

varies between 0 and 50 (Fig. 4.6). 
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Case 2: "Relatively small11 interval variables are involved in this case, m = [3, 

4], k = (50, 70], c = (0.15, 0.2], X,= (1.5, 2], the continuous variable w varies between 

0 and 50 (Fig. 4.7). 

Case 3: "Very small" ranges are chosen for the interval variables, m = (3.7, 4], 

k = (65, 70], c = (0.18, 0.25], X,= (1.8, 2]. The continuous variable w is the same as in 

case 2 (Fig. 4.8). 

The results of oo1, w· and oo2 for these three cases are given in the Table 4-3. From 

Figs 4.6 to 4.8 , we can clearly see that the interval analysis yields almost the same result 

as the one given by numerical optimization. It is of interest that the sensitive region of 

w is a little bigger than ( oo1,oo:z). In this region the response is very large, whereas outside 

of this region, the response is relatively small. 

Table 4.3: The result of the frequencies oo1, w·, w2 

• 
(l)l (A) Wz 

case 1 
bo/5 = 2.4495 J130/6 = 4.6547 J100/1 = 10.0 

case2 
J50/4 = 3.535 J12on = 4.14 J70/3 = 4.83 

case 3 
J65/4 = 4.03 J135n.1 = 4.19 J70/3.7 = 4.35 
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4.3 Interval Analysis of Response of One Degree of Freedom System 

In order to compare the results of obtained by use numerical optimization and the 

interval analysis, let us re-consider an example, dealt with by Dimarogonas (1994). He 

considered a single-degree of freedom linear system with interval harmonic excitation 

FcosOt and interval initial conditions x0 and v0• The general solution for the response of 

such a system reads, 

where M, C, K, F and Q are interval variables, <» and Q<l are 

tan<» = Oc 
k-m02 

(4.44) 

(4.45) 

Dimarogonas (1994) proceeds as follows: because the functions sin(t) and cos(t) 

take values in the region [-1, 1], let ull ut: and u. be the intervals corresponding to 

functions sin(OJ), cos(OJ) and sin(Ot-ct>), respectively. Now U = U, = U" = U+ = [-1, 

1 ]. These interval variables are same according to the definition of interval analysis. 

Therefore 

x(t' = Ue -.zt{x + (-xo_c +_v_o )} + U F 
' 0 m 20<l -[(~k--m---0~2)':'"2 -+-(~O-c':"::)2:-:-.jl":'n 

(4.46) 

Eq( 4.46) does not represent an equation. In fact, the equal sign does not mean "is 

equal to" but "is included in". Therefore the interval given by Eq( 4.45) is included in the 
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interval given by Eq( 4.46). The difference in frequency C, c.~ and phase CI> is omitted, 

therefore, Eq( 4.46) gives a conservative result. 

In Eq( 4.46), U does not change with time and other parameters. If chose U6 and 

Uc are time dependent variables u. and Uc instead of a time independent variable U, we 

may get a better result. 

For a given time t and given input interval of M, C, K, F, C, we can get intervals 

c.~ and CI>. Therefore, we can get the intervals U1(t) U..(t) and U+(t). 

[U~v U
8
J = [max sin( OJ), min sin(CJ)) 

[UcP UcJ = [maxcos(CJ), mincos(CJ)) 

[U+v U+J = [maxsin(Ct-cj»), minsin(Ct-cj»)) 

Eq( 4.45) can be written in a interval expression 

-..!..J X c v u F 
Xft' = e :z..{x U + (...!...+_0 )U} + + 

' ' o c m 2Q.t ~ [(k-mQ~2 + (Qc)2]11l 

(4.47) 

(4.48) 

From Eq(4.47) we conclude that if timet is sufficiently large, the arguments OJ 

and Ct- ~will be great than 23t. In such case the intervals U.(t) U..(t) and U+(t) will 

reduce to U(t), i.e., Eq(4.48) is reduces to Eq(4.46). 

In the examples given here, time t is a continuous variable, other parameters vary 

in the regions 

X0 = [6, 8) V0 = [10, 20) m = [5, 10) c = [4, 6) 

k = [100, 120) F = [30, 50) Q = [30, 40) 
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We get the resulting intervals from Eq( 4.46) and Eq( 4.48) as well as the non-linear 

programming result and nominal response with respect to timet shown in Fig 4.9. It is 

clear to see that for time is not very big, Eq( 4.48) give a sharper result than Eq( 4.46), and 

if time t is large enough, the results given by Eq( 4.46) and Eq( 4.48) are same. The results 

from both equations are larger than the interval given by non-linear programming. 
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Fig 4.1: The two DOF system. 
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m 

Fig. 4.2: One DOF system subjected to the base excitation. 
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Fig. 4.3: The Kanai-Tajimi spectral density. 
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Fig. 4.4: the mean square response E(Y2
) for a small range of input variable. 
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E(V2} 

Fig 4.5: The mean-square response E(Y2 ) for a large range of input variable. 
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Fig. 4.6: The uncertainty of amplitude B corresponding to large input interval. 
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Fig. 4.7: The uncertainty of amplitude B corresponding to small input interval. 
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Fig 4.8: The uncertainty of amplitude B corresponding to very small input interval. 
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Fig 4.9: Response of a single degree of freedom system 
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Chapter V Review of Viscoelastic Theory 

5.1 Introduction 

For elastic materials, mechanical energy can be stored and released without 

dissipation. For viscous materials, energy will be dissipated. Viscoelatic materials have 

the features in both elastic solid and viscous fluid. Because of wide applications of 

polymeric materials in industry, many theories have been developed to deal with 

viscoelastic problems. 

In this work, we focus our attention on discussings viscoelastic beams or plates 

with one dimension which is comparatively larger than another dimension, i.e., we discuss 

one dimensional model. Such a model can be used to discuss some practical problems, 

such as a wing of airplane. 

5.1.1 Review of Constitutive Relations 

We need the following review to establish equations of motion of viscoelastic 

beams. There are two basic elements in linear viscoelasticity: spring and dashpot. More 

complex models are based on combinations of these two elements. 

1). Linear spring is a elastic solid shown in Fig S.l.a, the relation between stress 

and strain reads 



o=Ee (5.1) 

This is Hooke's law, in which E is Young's modulus. 

2). Dashpot is a linear viscous fluid shown in Fig 5.1.b, the relation between stress 

and time derivative of strain in this model is 

o=Fe (5.2) 

F is a viscosity coefficient. We call this material to be viscous if the stress is proportional 

to its strain rate. If a= o0l{t), where o0 is a constant and l{t) is step function, then e(t) 

= Eo + o0t/F. If E = e01{t), where Eo is a constant, then a(t) = Fll(t). 

For a uni-axial tension and compression problem, we have the following general 

linear constitutive relation, instead of Hooke's law 

(5.3) 

where Pi and qi are given parameters, and Po = 1. We use differential operators P and Q 

with respect to time which are linear expressions of operator d/dt. The above relation may 

also be written in the operator form 

P(o) =Q{e) (5.4) 

There are several mcde!s in viscoelasticity, namely, Ma..~vell body (fluid), Kelvin 

body (solid) and their combinations. 

a. Maxwell Body 

Maxwell model, shown in Fig 5.1.c, represents a connection of a spring and a 

dashpot in series. In this model, the stresses in both elements are same and the total 
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displacement equals to the sum of displacements in both elements. From the discussion 

of spring and dashpot, we know that the constitutive relations are: for spring a 1 = Ee1; 

for dashpot a2 = F £2 • The total elongation is e = e1 + ~ and its derivative reads 

. . . a a 
e=e +e =-+-

1 2 E F 
(5.5) 

Therefore the relationship between stress and strain becomes a + p 1o = q1f:., where 

p1 =FIE, q1 = F, hence the differential operators are P = 1 + p1o/ot, Q = q1o/ot. 

b. Kelvin Body 

Kelvin solid model, shown in fig 5.1.d, represents a connection of a spring and 

a dashpot in parallel. Because these two elements are parallel, they share the same 

displacement and strain, e1 = e20 whereas the total stress is a = a 1 + a2• According to 

Eq(5.1) and Eq(5.2), the relation between stress and strain in spring is a 1 = Ee1, whereas 

the relation in dashpot is a 2 = E £2 • Therefore we obtain 

(5.6) 

Comparing with Eq(5.3), we get q0 = E, q1 = F, and the differential operators are 

c. Kelvin Chains and Maxwell Chains 

There are two ways to build up more complicated models: Kelvin chains and 

Maxwell chains (see the Fig 5.2.a and Fig 5.2.b). 

(1) Kelvin Chain: An arbitrary number of different Kelvin units forms a Kelvin 
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chain. The simple case is a three parameter solid, where a spring is represented by a 1 and 

e' is a series with a spring and damping parallel is represented by a 2 and e". The stress 

and strain relation is 

a =Ee1 
1 

(5.7) 

(2) Maxwell chain. A Maxwell chain is formed by an arbitrary number of 

different Maxwell units 

{3) Combination of Kelvin and Maxwell chains. 

5.1.2 Creep Compliance and Relaxation Modulus Function 

We have given the constitutive relationships between the stress and strain in 

viscoelastic materials. Now we will give another form of this relationship, namely, the 

hereditary integral. Both expressions can express the same physical facts, but may have 

different advantages of greater flexibility when applied for different actual materials. 

Hereditary integrals include two important cases, one is creep compliance describing the 

change of displacement with time, when the system is under given force, and another case 

is relaxation modulus describing the change of stress with time, when the system is 

subjected to a given displacement. 

(a) Creep Compliance: Let the load P(x,t) be applied to any linear one-

dimensional structure at timet= 0, and then be hold constant, i.e. P(x,t) = .P{x)l{t), where 

P(x) is a the constant load with respect oft ; l(t) is a unit step function. We can 

determine that o(x,t) = o(x) l{t), o(x) is a the stress corresponding to the load .P{x). The 

relation between E and a reads 
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E(x, t) = o(x)J(t) (5.8) 

where J(t) is the creep function, and the displacement will be given in the form 

w(x, t) =m(x)J(t) (5.9) 

where m{x) is the deflection of a beam under the load P(x). 

(b) Relaxation function: If a given displacement or strain is applied at t = 0, and 

is held constant, the relaxation case results: E(x,t) = E(x)l(t). The relation between E 

andois 

o(x,t) = E(x)E(t) (5.10) 

where E(t) is a relaxation function. 

As an example, let us consider for the creep compliance and relaxation function 

of Maxwell body. First we let o = o 01(t); from Eq(5.5) we get t = o/F, or in the form 

q1 t = p 1 a + o for t > 0, where q1 = F, q1 = FIE. Since a = 0 for t > 0, t is a constant. 

Therefore the creep compliance functionJ(t), i.e. the variation of the strain response with 

time E(t), reads 

a 
J(t) = -.!. t + E0 t > 0 

ql 

This equation is a linear function oft (Fig. 5.3a). As t increases, E(t) goes to 

infinity. Now we try to find the constant E0• Since a is singular at t = 0, we can 

integrate Eq(5,5), the stress-strain relation a + p1a = q1t over t = 0, and we get the left 
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and right sides, respectively 

J<a +p1a)dt = Jadt+p1[a(t) ~o(-c)] 
""' ""' 

,; 

fq1 tdt = q1( E('t)- £(-c)] 

""' 

since no force was applied for t < 0, o( -'t) = £( -'t) = 0. Let 't approach 0, then 

,; 

Jad-e= 0 
""' 

Now we try to find the a relaxation function for Maxwell body. Let £ = £01(t) 

be given. From Eq(S,S) we know a +p16 =0, therefore, 

t 

a(t) =a
0
e -T., t > 0 

We use the initial condition to determine constant a0• We integrate the stress -

strain relation a+ p 16 = ql, over a small interval including t = 0. Then, we get p1a0 = 

q1E0• Thus, the constant a0 = q1£ofp1, the plot is given in Fig.5.3b. 

5.1.3 Correspondence Principle 

The correspondence principle for creep case of viscoelasticity reads: the stress in 

viscoelastic structure is the same as the stress in elastic materia~ however the strain £ 
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in viscoelastic case has the same form of the strain in elastic materials by changing the 

E to 1/J(t). 

The correspondence principle for relaxation case states that the stain of viscoelastic 

materials is the same as the strain of elastic materials, whereas the stress a in 

viscoelastic case has the same form of the stress in elastic materials by multiplying it by 

factor Y(t)/E. 

5.1.4 Holzmann's Hereditary Integral 

In this thesis, we only discuss the linear viscoelastic structures. Therefore, the 

linear superposition principle holds. We already have obtained the creep and relaxation 

functions which represent the response to step function of stress or strain, respectively. 

Therefore, we can treat the excitation function as that varying in time and as the sum of 

step functions acting successively. 

In a creep case, o0 is suddenly applied at t = 0, and a varying stress o(t) is acting 

after t > 0. We can represent a(t) as a series of step functions of intensity ~a at times 

1:. The strain at time t > 1: is the summation of the effects of all step stress functions. 

Therefore, the strain response to the suddenly applied load at time t is 

t 

E(x,t) = o0J(t) + E da('t)J(t...,;) = a
0
J(t) + [J(t...,;) ddc,;) ch; (5.11) 

From this equation, we deduce that the strain £ depends on the entire stress history 

before a certain time. This means that viscoelastic materials have a memory. This is 

quite different from an elastic case. If in elastic case, creep function J(t) = 1/E. From 
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Eq(5.11), we have a special case 

t 

a;(x,t) = ( a0 + [ d~-c) dt) IE = a( t)!E 

Therefore, in elastic case, strain e only depends on a at the same time, instead of on the 

history of a. 

By using partial integration, Eq(5.11) can be expressed in another often useful 

form 

t t 

e(x,t) = a(t)J(O) + fa( -c) dl(t--c) dt= a(t).T(O) +[a(-c}i(t--c)dt (5.12) 
J. d(t--t) 

where j(t--c) =dJ(t--c)ld(t--c). If we use partial integration again, Eq(5,12) can be 

changed into 

Ill 

a;(x,t) = JJ(t--c)do(-c) 
..... 

(5.13) 

In relaxation case, the stress - strain relation can be written in the hereditary 

integral form by using Boltzmann supersition principle 

t 

o(x,z,t) =E0£(x,z,t) + [.E(t--t)E(x,z,-c)dt (5.14) 

where E(t) is relaxation function and E0 is its initial value. 

For example, consider the material modeled as the Kelvin body. The stress 
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function o(t) in this case is shown in Fig 5.4. We would like to find the strain response 

for this stress history. We use Eq(5.12) and the creep function for Kelvin model 

J(t) =..!..(1-e -)J) 
% 

Therefore, we obtain 

Upon integration, we get 

J(O) = 0 

The plots of this result are given in Fig 5.5. As t goes to infinity, E(t) stabilizes around 

the value corresponding to the elastic material. 
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5.2 Equation of Motion for a Viscoelastic Beam and a Viscoelastic Plate 

From the discussion above, we deduce that there are two kinds of expressions in 

viscoelasticity: one is a differential operator expression, whereas another one is an 

integra-differential expression. Now, we apply them to our viscoelastic beam problem. 

5.2.1 Differential-Operator Expression 

Flugge (1975) derived a formula to describe the beam without inertia and axial 

force. We take into account these effect. The dynamic equilibrium of the beam with 

distributed mass and axial force is obtained by using D' Alambert's principle 

l:Y = 0, av az.v az.v 
-+N-+pA- =p(x,t) 
ax "'ax 2 at 2 

l:M = 0, 
aM 
axz = V(x,t) 

The equation of motion for the beam reads 

(5.15) 

where V = V(x,t) is shearing force, Mz = Mz(x,t) is bending moment and w(x,t) is 

deflection of the beam. The moment M.,. can be expressed through the stress 

(5.16) 

Applying differential operator P to Eq(5.16), and then using the constitutive 
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relation in Eq(5.4), we obtain 

P(M) = [zP(a)dA = jzQ(£)dA (5.17) 

If the deflection is assumed to be small, the strain - displacement relation reads 

£(x,z,t) = -ZK, (5.18) 

where K is curvature of the beam axis. We substitute Eq(5.18) into Eq(5.17), and derive 

the relation between moment Mz and deflection w as 

P(M) = IzQ( -ZK)dA = [z 2Q(w 11 )dA =Q(w") [z 2dA =Q(w")I (5.19) 

where I is the moment of inertial of the beam's cross section and prime denotes the 

differentiation with respect to x. Since Q is an operator with respect to time only, we 

apply differential operator P to both sides of Eq(5.15). We get 

(5.20) 

We substitute Eq(5.19) into above equation. We arrive at 

(5.21) 

Because P and Q are differential operators with respect to d!dt, in general, the 

above equation is a high-order partial differential equation with respect to x and t. 

If P = 1, Q = q0 = E (E is Young's modulus), Eq(5.21) reduces to the governing 

equation in the elastic case 
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(5.22) 

For Maxwell body, the stress - strain relation is a + p 1a = q1t., P = 1 + plJ/fJt, Q 

= q1iJ/iJt, and the equation of motion reduces to 

where dots denote differentiation with respect to time. 

For Kelvin body, the stress - strain equation is a= q0e + q1t., P = 1, Q = q0 + 

q1iJ/ot. The equation of motion becomes 

qJw"" +qlw"" +N"w" +pAw =p(x,t) (5.24) 

where the term qlw 111 is a term representing Voigt damping. 

5.2.2 Integro-DitTerential Expression 

The relation between stress and strain for viscoelastic beams can also be expressed in 

hereditary integral form (Bolzmann superposition principle): 

I 

o(x,z,t) = E
0
e(x,z,t) +I dE(t""t) e(x,z, ,;)dt 

d(t""t) 
(5.25) 

where E(t) is relaxation function, E0 is initial value at t = 0 of the relaxation function. 

Substituting Eq(5.25) in to Eq(5.16), we get 
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, 
Mlx,t) =I zadA. =I z[E0e(t)+ [.E(t-'t)e(,;)dt]dA. 

, (5.26) 

=E0 [ ze(t)dA. + [[Ize(,;)dA.]E(t-tt)dt 

The derivative of E(t-1:) in this equation is with respect to the argument t - 1:. For 

small deflections, the strain- displacement relation is given in Eq(5.18), therefore, 

, 
M(x,t) =E0w 11 [z 2dA. + [[[z 2dA.]w 11 (x,,;)E(t-'t)dt 

(5.27) , , . 
=Eofw" +I [ w11 (x,,;)E(t-'t)dt = Eof[w 11 + [ w" (x,,;) E~:) dt] 

Let us denote 

r(t) =E(t)/E0 
(5.28) 

we get 

, 
Mz;(x,t) =E0I[w 11 + [ w" (x;t)r(t-tt)dt] (5.29) 

We Substitute this equation into the equation of motion, Eq(5.15), and obtain 

, 
E0 I [ w'"' + f w 1111 (x;t)r(t-tt)dt] +Nzw" +pAw =p(x,t) (5.30) 

b 

This equation is an integra-differential equation. If r(t) = 0, Eq(5.30) reduces to 

the equation governing the elastic case. 
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5.2.3 Connection Between the Two Expressions 

Now we consider two special cases, those corresponding to Maxwell and Kelvin 

bodies, to demonstrate the relation between differential operator and integra-differential 

representations. 

For Maxwell body, the relation equation of stress - strain is a + P/J = q1t; its 

relaxation function is E( t) = E
0 
e -tip, , where E0 = qtfp1• Hence 

E(t) q -.!... 1 -.!... 
f(t) = -- = --1-e P, = --e p, 

Eo p1
2E0 Pt 

(5.31) 

Substituting Eq(5.31) into Eq(5.30), the equation of motion reduces to 

E0l[w 1111 --e p, eP•w"" ('t)d"t]+Nw 11 +pAw=p(x,t) 1 -.!.I' ..!. 
Pt z 

(5.32) 

We differentiate both sides of this equation with respect tot, to obtain 

Eq(5.33) is an integra -differential equation. Now we transform Eq(5.33) into the 

differential equation expression. From the equation of motion Eq{5.32), bearing in mind 

that E0 = qtfpv we get 
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I I "< 

!!!..Je -P.feP.w 1111 ('t)dt= q1 lw 1111 +N"w" +pAw-p(x,t) (5.34) 

Pt
2 ~ Pt 

Substituting Eq(5.34) into Eq(5.33), we remove the integration term and get a 

differential equation 

i.e., 

%bil 1111 +N"(w" +p1w
11

) +pA(w+p1W) =p(x,t) +p1p(x,t) (5.35) 

This equation is the same as given by differential operator form for the Maxwell 

body (see Eq(5.21)). 

For Kelvin body, the relaxation function is E(t) = q0 + q1fl{t), E 0 = E(O") = q0,E 

= q1~J'(t), r(t) = qll(t)/q0• Here we change the lower limit of integral in Eq(5.28) from 

0 to o·. By using the partial integration, we get 

I I 

fr(t...,;)w"" ("t)d"t = q1 ft>'("t)w"" (t...,;)dt = 
J. qoJ-

q ... , q t 
1 s:.{-)w·"" ,4 -) I 1 [s:.r-) d.:.l/11 (t~) _ 

-V ~ V- t. -- V\_ t. rY " -

% .. ..a- qo • 
(5.36) 
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For li(O") = {) (t, t>O) = 0, we obtain 

I I 

(r(t"""'t)w"" (t)d-.: = q1 (t~(-.:)w"" (t"""'t)ch = q1w"" (5.37) 
J. qoJ. % 

We substitute this equation into Eq(5,28), and derive the same result as given by 

operator expression in Eq(5.23). 

In the general case, we apply differential operator P to Eq{5,30), and obtain 

I 

I P[E0w 1111 +E0 J w"" (x;t)r(t"""'t)ch] +N:xP(w") +pAP(lil) =P(p) (5.38) 

Comparing this equation with Eq(5,21), we find that if IQ(w 1111 ) = IP(E0w 1111 + 

E•w"" ), then both expressions are equivalent. 

We define a· and e· as follows 

I 

a• =E0w 1111 +E0 [r(t"""'t)w 1111 (-.:)ch 

(5.39) 
I 

=E0w 1111 + [.E~t"""'t)w 1111 (-.:)ch =E0w 1111 +E•w 1111 

(5.40) 

Therefore, we have a·= E0e" + E*e·. Comparing the two expressions for stress-

strain relationship, P{a) = Q(e) and a=E0e + E*e, we get the same relation for a" and 

e", i.e., P(a} = Q(e). This means that Q(w"") = P(E0w""+E*w'"'). Therefore, both 
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expressions are equivalent. In fact, both expressions form the same equation of motion 

by different mathematical methods, therefore, their equivalence is quite natural. 
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Fig 5.1: 
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(c) (d) 

Simple models in viscoelasticity, (a) spring element, (b) dashpot element, 

(c) Maxwell body, (d) Kelvin body 
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(a.) 

(b) 

Fig 5.2: Models of viscoelasticity: (a) Kelvin chain, (b) Maxwell chain. 
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Fig. S.3.a: Creep function of Maxwell model, i.e. the strain response to a step stress. 
(Parameters: cr0 = 10, pl=S, q1=20). 
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Fig. 5.3.b: Relaxation function of Maxwell model, i.e. a stress response to a step strain. 
(Parameters: e0 = 1, p1 = 5, q1=20). 
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Fig 5.4: Stress history o(t) for illustration of hereditary integral. 
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Fig 5.5: The strain response to a o(t) given in Fig 5.4 in Kelvin model (Parameters: o1 
= 1.0, ql = 10.0, q2 = 2.0, tl = 5.0). 
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Chapter VI. Flutter of Viscoelastic Plate in the Gas Flow 

6.1 Introduction 

The equation of motion for the elastic plate under the gas flow (see Fig 6.1) reads 

(Bolotin,1961) 

(6.1) 
a2w i.lw i.lw 

+ph- +B(U.- +y-) =0 
i.lt 2 i.lx ot 

where w(x,y,t) is the displacement in z direction, D = Eh3(12(1-Y})"1 is the stiffuess of the 

plate, E is the modulus of elasticity, h is thickness of the plate, v is Poisson's ratio, N,., 

N
1 

are constant axial forces in x, y directions respectively, positive if correspond to 

compression; U = velocity of gas flow, B = Kp0c0·', Po = gas pressure at infinity, c0 = 

speed of sound in the gas at infinity~ K = polytrope index, p = material density, ~ = 

damping coefficient, x, y = space coordinates, t = time, y = a control parameter taking 

value of either zero or one, y = 0 means that the aerodynamic damping is neglected; y = 

1 implies that the aerodynamic damping is included. When the viscoelastic properties are 

included, a convolution term, extensively discussed in chapterS, appears so that Eq(6.1) 

takes the form 



(6.2) 

aw a~ aw aw 
+phf3- +ph- +B(U- +y-) =0 

at at 2 ax at 

For the plate which has an infinite dimension in y direction, the equation of smaii 

deflection becomes: 

(6.3) 

aw a~ ow ow +phf3- +ph- +B(U- +y-) =0 
at at 2 ax at 

where the parameters in this formula are 

f{t) = R'(t)IE, kernel function of the integro-differential equation, 

R(t) - relaxation function, 

E0 - modulus of elasticity at t = 0, 

v - Poisson coefficient for t = 0, 

Let us introduce the non-dimension variables, x = x/1, w = w/h, t = t/(p.r'D"1)11Z,'f 

= f{t)(p.l 4D"1
)11Z. Eq(6.3), the equation of motion, becomes 
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h n a2w ph 2~ aw B(uh aw h a-w> _0 +p ---+---+ ---+Y----
p.I .. a'tz Vftl" aT I ax Vp.l" aT 

For convenience, we define variables Nl}> N1 and N2 as follows 

N =NJ2D-1 
0 " 

N -BUPD-1 .-
Then, omitting the overbars, Eq(6.3) can be rewritten in the following form, 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

o4w + o2w +N o2w +N ow +N aw =It r(t-"t) o4
W(X,"t) d"t (6.8) 

ox 4 ot 2 0 ax 2 1 ox 2 ot ax• 

6.2 Galerkin Method 

We can use weighted residuals methods, such as Galerkin method, to change a 

partial differential equation to a set of differential equations. The Galerkin method is 

used here to get an approximate expression for equation of motion of the elastic and 

viscoelatic plate. It is assumed that the solution w(x,t) ofEq(6.8) is in the following form 

w(x,t) = "£ f.(t)'P!,(x) (6.9) 
k 
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where cp"(t) are known coordinate functions satisfying all boundary conditions. We 

substitute this assumed solution into Eq(6.8), to arrive at 

K 

E {,h(t)cp;"' (x) + i~:(t)cp~:(x) +N0f~:(t) fP~:"(x) +Nd~:(t) fP~: 1 (x) 
1•1 

t (6.10) 

+N2j"cp~:(x) +cp;"' (x) [r(t-'t)f~:(-t)d't} =0 

In order to solve this equation, we multiply both sides by fP;(x), and integrate 

over the length of the beam 

K t 1 1 

E {jh(t)+[r(t-"t),h('t)dt] (cp;'"(x)cp;(x)dx+NJ&(t) (cp~:"(t)cp~x)dx 
lt•1 ~ ~ (6.11) 

1 1 

+N1,h{t) I fP~: 1(x)cptx)dx+(N2/~: +]1) [ fP~:(x) fP;(x)dx =0 

The following notations are introduced for convenience 

1 1 1 

aiJ: = [cp~:""(x)cp,(x)dx biJ: = [cp~: 1(x)cptx)dx ciJ: = [cp"(x)cp~x)dx 
(6.12) 

1 

diJ: = [cp~:"(x)cptx)dx 

Substituting these notations into Eq(6.11), we obtain 

K t 

E { [/1{t) - [r{t-'t)/1('t)d't] aiJ: -N0[ 1(t)d« +Ntf1(t) biJ: + (N2j1 +]~:) ciJ:} =0 
k•l 

i=1,2, •.• ,K (6.13) 
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this equation can also be written in matrix form 

[C]{]} +N2 [C]{i} +[G] {fl +[A] {r*fl = {0} (6.14) 

where [C] = [cij], [G] = [Gij], [A] = [aij], {f}T = (h, /2> ••• , fJ, and the star denotes 

convolution, namely, 

t t 

{r *IV= { Ir (t-,;)f(,;)dtf = Ir (t-,;) {f(,;)}rdt (6.15) 

We notice that Eq(6.14) is a set of integra-differential equations with a kernel 

function r(t). The matrix [cy] in Eq(6.14) is symmetric. Matrices [aij], [dij] can be written 

in the following convenient forms by performing integration by parts 

1 1 

aik= Icpt"''(x)cp;(x)dx=cp:' (x)cp;(x)l!- Icp:' (x)cp:(x)dx 

(6.16) 
1 

= [ cp:' (x) Cf>;(x) - cp: (x) cp: (x)]! +I cp: (x) cp:' (x) dx 

1 1 

dik = Icpk"(x)cp;(x)dx = [ cpk '(x)cp;(x)]!- Icp~(x)cp:(x)dx (6.17) 

Let 

1 1 

a; =a:= [cp: (x)cp:' (x)dx d; = d: = -I cp~(x) cp: (x) dx (6.18) 

We notice that, in the Galerkin method, cp(x) should satisfy all boundary 

conditions. For free, clamped or simply supported boundary conditions, aii = aij • since 
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the non-integral terms varnish; dik = dik• for simply supported or clamped beams. In this 

work, we will consider beams that are simply supported at both ends. This implies that 

(A]=[A.], [D]=[D.], and they are symmetric matrices; Eq(6.14) can be rewritten in the 

following form 

[C]{]} +N2 [C]{f'} +[A •+N/) •+N1B]{fl +[A •]{r•n = {0} (6.19) 

However such a symmetrization can not be performed for [b!i]· Scince Eq(6.19) 

is a set of integra-differential equation with a non-symmetric matrix, that increases the 

difficulty to find the solution of the equation. Some papers make several assumptions in 

order to get an approximate solution of related equation (Matyash, 1971, Anvarov el, 

1979). Scince the relaxation function varies very slowly with t, r(t) can be approximately 

written as 

r(t) = eQ(t) (6.20) 

where a; is a small positive parameter and Q(t) > 0. Matyash (1971), Anvarov and 

Gegel(1979) utilized smallness of parameter e. 

6.3 Single Term Approximation for Simply Supported Plate 

We try to use a single term approximate solution to derive an expression of the 

approximate critical velocity and critical load for the simply supported beam. Eq(6.14) 

is reduced then into 

(6.21) 

Because the parameter of air flow speed U does not appear in Eq(6.21), one may 
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conclude that the critical velocity is infinity. Thus, the single-term model is not sufficient 

to get the critical velocity of the plate problem. In related problems Bolotin (1961) and 

Elishakoff (1977) noticed that the system does not lose its stability for any value of U if 

one degree of freedom is retained. If we want to find a critical velocity, we need two or 

more terms in the approximation models. 

Let us assume that the relaxation function R(t) could be represented by a one-term 

exponent expression, 

R(t) =~e -t!t (6.22) 

First we deal with a particular case N2 = e = 0. That is the case of an elastic plate 

with axial load in air flow without damping. Eq(6.21) becomes 

1 + wzf=O 

where w2 = n2il(n2il-N/ID), w is natural frequency. 

(6.23) 

If frequency w = 0, we get j = 0, j = constant,then j{t) will be a linear function 

oft (unstable). The equality w = 0 implies N, =Ncr= (n1t/fl, for n = 1, we obtain an 

Euler critical load. If N, > N a> nonpositive square frequency occurs, therefore, N, > Ncr 

corresponds to instability. If N, < N a> single-term approximation gives a stable result. 

For viscoelatic case, we use Routh-Hurwitz method to seek the critical load. First 

a special case e ~ 0 but N2 = 0 is considered, Eq(6.21) will be, 
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t 

i(t) +af+ea IQ(t-'t)f('t}th=O (6.24) 

where a= (mt)2(n~-NJ, N0 = N) 2/D, i.e., a= a(n, NJ, e > 0 is a parameter, the 

initial conditions at t = 0 are /(0) = fo and f '(0) = /0'; Q(t) = R'(t)/E, where R(t) is a 

relaxation function. 

If a = 0, we can determine the Euler critical load as N., = N,. = D (mr.lli. In that 

case, f(t) will be a linear function oft. 

Since the parameter a is a function of NJ(I we can evaluate the critical axial load 

Nx from a single term approximation model. One of the methods which can be used for 

this purpose is the Routh-Hurwitz criteria. 

First we use Laplace transform to change Eq(6.24) from time domain to complex 

domain. 

F(s) = £/(t)e -•'dt (6.25) 

The corresponding Laplace transform for the convolution term in Eq(6.24) is 

eaQ(s)F(s), From Eq(6.24), Laplace transform F(s) is 

F(s) ;,. f'(O) +sf(O) 
s 2 +a+ eaQ(s) 

(6.26) 

We assume that the relaxation function is given by Eq(6.22): R(t) = se·llt. Then, 

Q(t) = R( t) = -be ·II', b = sf3/E. Therefore Q(s) = -b(s + f3) ·l. Substituting Q(s) into 

Eq(6.26), we get 
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F(s) = (s+(3}[/'(0}+s/(O}] = s 2/(0}+srf1(0}+(3/(0)]+(3/'(0) (6•27) 
(s+(3)(s 2+a) -t:a6 s 3 +(3s 2 +as+a(3-t:a6 

The characteristic equation is the condition of this equation to be singular, i.e., the 

denominator being equal zero, 

(6.28) 

where a0 = 1, a1 = (3, a2 = a, a3 = a(3 - ea6. We can get three roots of Eq(6.28), i.e., 

poles si , i = 1, 2, 3 for Eq(6.27). If no two poles are identical, the solution of f{t) in 

Eq(6.24) is given in the form 

3 

f(t) = L (s-s;)F(s)l,., e"•' 
i•l ' 

(6.29) 

The stability implies that the real part of every pole S; is smaller than or equal to 

zero. This condition requires to evaluate the poles s;o However, the analytical evaluation 

of them may be a difficult task. 

The Routh-Hurwitz method can be used to find the condition of stability in our 

case. All the minor determinants of Routh - Hurwitz matrix of the characteristic equation 

must be greater than zero if the system is stable. The Routh-Hurwitz matrix for Eq(6.28) 

reads 

al a3 0 [ p ap-.ab 0 

ao a2 0 = 1 a 0 

0 al a3 0 p a(3-ea6 

(6.30) 

and its minor determinants l\, i = 1, 2, 3 reads 
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(6.31) 

~1, ~2 >0, (a > 0 for static stable, N;c < D(mr,/1)~. If ~3 > 0, i.e., ~ > £b, (a > 0) 

then the system is stable. The condition ~ > £b requires that the parameter ~ should not 

be too small. If £6 = 0, we return to the elastic plate case. 

From the above discussion, we find that if the relaxation function R( t) is 

represented by a single term exponent, the critical load is the Euler critical load. If the 

shape of the relaxation function differs from Eq(6.22), we can use a multi-term 

exponential function to fit it. Let, for example, R(t) be composed of two terms, 

(6.32) 

The Laplace transform of Q(t) = R(t)/E is Q(s) = - 61(s + ~J - b2(s + ~J. 

Substituting Q(s) into Eq( 6.26), we can get a characteristic equation 

(6.33) 

£a(61~2 + 62~J. The Routh-Hurwitz matrix reads 

al a3 0 0 1 
ao a2 a,. 0 

(6.34) 
0 at a3 0 

0 at a2 a,. 

The minor deterinants are 
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A 1 = at = P1 +P2 > 0 

A2 =a1a2-aoa3 =(P1+PJP1P2+ea(61+bJ > 0 (6.35) 

There are two ways that A3 could have a zero value for appropriate parameters, 

statement, a = 0, we get Eular critical axial load, whereas from the second statement we 

get 

(6.36) 

From Eq(6.36), we conclude that the shape of relaxation function can affect the 

critical axial load. If 62 and P2 varnish, N" return to Eular load. 

6.4 Two • Term Approximation 

We use a two-term approximation of the Galerkin method, bu assuming a trial 

functio as 

w(x,t) = J;.(t)sin(nu) + J;sin(tma) m > n (6.37) 

From Eq(6.12), we calculate the coefficients for Eq(6.14). Zero elements are a12 

= a21 =0, b11 = a22 =0, c12 = c21 = 0, d12 = dn = 0. Other, non-zero elements are given 
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as follows, 

b = 0 12 

Eq(6.14) takes the form, 

1 c = c =-
11 22 2 

b21 = 0 

b = 2mn 
u ml-nl 

form -n is even 

form -n is odd 

11 + c/1 + 0/1- bfz = £ 01 w *f.. 

12 +c/2 +bf. +a.Jz =£a2w•fz 

where a1, a20 c and b read 

a1= 2g11= n 21r.l(n'2W-NJ 

c= 2c1/{2 = N2 

6.4.1: The Response of the System without Damping 

(6.38) 

(6.39) 

(6.40) 

In order to find the critical velocity of a viscoelastic plate, we can use Laplace 

transform in frequency domain or use parameter changing method in time domain. Here, 

parameter changing method is used. In this method, elastic case is studied first, then we 

change the integration constant appearing in the solution into functions with respect to 

time, solve out these functions and get the desired response. 

Now, we deal with the elastic case without damping. Eq(6.40) reduces to 
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1t +atft -b;h =0 

12 +bf.. +a~ =0 

(6.41) 

The solution for this homogeneous equation is sought in the form, f =A tf'l. The 

above equations become, 

(6.42) 

In order to have a nontrivial solution A ~ 0, the determinant of the matrix must 

vanish 

-b 
=0 

b 

The characteristic equation, i.e., the determinant of Eq(6.4}, is 

The roots of this characteristic equation are 

2 a +a 
"12_ s - 1 2 + ,..._ ,---

2 

(6.43) 

(6.45) 

There are four solution for A, s;. and - s., k = 1, 2. In order to have a vibratory 

motion, ').,} must be a real number, so that 

(6.46) 

That means that the following inequality must be satisfied, 
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la2 -a~l (m•-n"'~ (m2 -n~No 
b~b·= = I ---~~--

2 2 2 
(6.47) 

= (m2-n2)[(m2+n~"'•-No] 
2 

where b• is the critical parameter for an elastic plate in a gas flow. Because b = 

u• = "'4D (m 4-n~(m 2-n~ 
8BJ3 mn 

(6.48) 

If n = 1, m = 2, the minimum of critical velocity in an air flow is 

(6.49) 

this result coincides with that of Bolotin (1963). 

In order to find the eigenvectors corresponding to the roots of frequency equation, 

we can solve the following equation 

b (6.50) 

-b 

We cancel A. by substituting the first line in Eq(6.50) into the second line. We get 

an equation alternative to Eq(6.50) 

(6.51) 

We use a notation z = (a2 - aJ/(2b) = b•/b, b• = (a2 - aJ/b. Then the solution of 

Eq(6.51) reads 
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a -a a -a ,-;:--:-
a(b) =-2 _1- (-2 -1)2 -1 =z-vz2-1 

2b 2b 

(6.52) 

If 0 :s: b :s: 1, then 0 :s: a :s: 1. Therefore we get the solution for Eq(6.46) in a 

simplified equation, 

where Pt = ( -sJl/1.. 

ft =c11 cosp1t + c12sinpl +a( c21 cosp2t + c22sinp2t) 

fz =c21 cosp2t + c22sinp2t +a( c11 cospl + c12sinp1t) 

or 

6.4.2: The Effect of Damping (e=O, Nart-0) on Stability 

(6.53) 

Here we consider another particular case e = 0, N2rt-O, which is elastic case with 

damping. This is a more general case than the one considered in section 6.3.1. Instead of 

Eq(6.44), we have 

11 +ci1 +a1h -biz =0 

12 +ci2 +bft +aJz =0 

We assume the solution is~ = Fp", the above equations become 

s 2F 1 +csF1 +a1F 1 -bF2 =0 

s2F2 +csF2 +bF1 +a2F2 =0 

The determinant of this equations reads 

(6.54) 

(6.55) 

We use the Routh-Hurwitz criteria to find the stability condition of Eq(6.41). The 
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= 
(6.56) 

Routh-HuiWitz matrix reads 

2c c(a1 +a2 ) 0 0 

1 2 ala2 +b2 0 a1 +a2 +c 
(6.57) 

0 2c c(a1 +a2 ) 0 

0 1 a1 +a2 +c 2 ala2 +b2 

The stability conditions require that all principal minor determinants must be 

positive. In this problem, there are four minor determinants 

a +a 
A1 =2c, ~ =2c(a1 +a2 +cl) -c(a1 +a2 ) =2c(-1 

_
2 +cl) 

2 
~ =2c[(a1 +a2 +cl)c(a1 +a2 ) -2c(a1 +a2 +b 2)]- c 2(a1 +a2)

2 
(6.58) 

A4 =(at a2 +b2)~ 

It is clear that A1, A2 0!: 0 and A3, A4 have the same sign because all other 

parameters in the determinant A4 are positive. We first let A3 = 0 

A3 = 2c 2 [(a1 +a2 +cl)( a1 +a2) -4( a1 a2 +b 2)] 

= 2c 2
[( a2 -a1) 2 -4b 2 +4c(a1 +a2)] = 0 

(6.59) 

From this equation, we find the critical parameter b which is related to the critical 

value of the velocity U, 
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(6.60) 

velocity U"' is 

Because of the presence of the term 4c2(m4 + n"):n;4 ~ 0, we conclude that 

damping makes the critical velocity greater. For the special case n = 1, m = 2, we get 

the minimum of critical velocity 

(6.62) 

6.4.3: Two - Term Approximation for Viscoelastic Case 

Viscoelasticity is involved in this section. By using Laplace transform, Eq(6.44) 

is changed into 

s 2F 1+ csF1+ a1F 1- bF2 - ea1~1= s/1{0+)+ /'1(0.)+ cft(O•) 
s 2F

2+ csF2+ a!'
2
+ bF1- ea2~2= sh_{O+)+ f'iO.)+ ch_(O•) 

or written in a matrix form [eij]{F} = {h} with 
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The solution of the linear equations can be expressed in the form 

(6.64) 

(6.66) 

(6.67) 

As a special case, we assume the relaxation function be R(t) = se ·llt, f(t) = R'(t)= 

-ee ·llt, W(s) = (s+~)-1• The determinant of matrix [e9] reads 

fl.= [(s 2 +sc+a1)(s+~) -ea1][(s 2 +sc+a2)(s+~) -ea2] +b 2(s+~)]2 
(
6
.
68

) 

(s+~Y 

The characteristic equation fl. = 0 becomes 

The coefficients bj obtained by Methamatica read 

b =a +a +A2+4Ac+c:a 
lllt' t' 

b3 =2a1~ +2a2~ +a1c+a2c+2~2c+2~c 2-a1e -a2e 

(6.69) 

b4=b 2+a1a2+a1 ~2+a2t}2+2a1t}c+2a2Pc+P2c 2-a1pe-a2pe-a1ce-a2C£ (6.70) 

b5=2b 2~ +2a1a2~+a1~2c+a2~2c-2a1a2e-a1~C£-a2~C£ 

We notice that only b5 and b6 contain the parameter b which is related to the air 
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flow velocity Ua-

a. Approximation without Damping and e2 Term 

By solving Eq( 6.68), we can find the critical velocity U a- But the relation between 

Ua: and other parameters is too completed to be discussed analytically. If damping is 

neglected, c = 0. Eq(6.69) is reduced to 

This equation can be written as 

where the function P(s) has the form 

In a similar way, we write A1, Az in the form 

where the functions Q1 and Qz read 

Q1(s) = h1[s 'l(s+(3)+az{p+(3-e)] +hzb(s+(3) 

Qz(s) = h2[s 'l(s+(3)+a1{p+(3-e)] -h1b(s+(3) 

(6.72) 

(6.74) 

(6.75) 

S"bs•t'•utl'ng 1:1n(6 '72\ and t::qt.c '74) 1'n•o t::q(~ 64' "'1 .. o(Y .. t tl. .. .,,.l,tlnn cO" 1<'fs\ 
w " " ....,':1 • ~ J ..IL.ot \ \J. 11 " ..._, WI• '' ~ - b""" ... u.w- wov._.,..,."" 1.: • .& i\ '' 

Neglecting the term e2a1a2 and canceling the term (s+(3) in Eq(6.76), we arrive at 
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the following 

F (s) = Q1(s) 
1 P{s) 

F (s) = Q2(s) 
2 P(s) 

P(s) is the characteristic equation. From Eq(6.73) we get 

where the coefficients b; are 

The Routh - Hurwitz determinant of function P(s) reads 

b1 b3 bs 0 0 

bo b2 b4 0 0 

0 b1 b3 bs 0 

0 bo b2 b4 0 

0 0 b1 b3 bs 

The principal minor determinants of matrix are 

A=b=A>O 1 1 ... 

A4= ~b4+ b0b1b4+ b0b2b3 - b1b2
2

- b;bs= e2[a1a2(a1- a;f- b2(a1+ a:z)2
] 

As= bsA4 

(6.77) 

(6.78) 

(6.79) 

(6.80) 

(6.81) 

Because A17 L\z, A3 do not contain the parameter b, they do not represent the 

functions of the flow velocity U. Only A4 and As contain U; A1, A2 are surely greater than 
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zero. The equation A.3 = 0 gives the critical value of the axial force N:xa. The equations 

A.4 =0 or ll.5 = 0 may yield the critical velocity U.,. 

First, we let ll.3 = 0 to find the critical axial load. ~ = 0 means £J3(a1
2 + a2~ = 

£2(a1 + aJ2
; From Eq(6.45) and Eq(6.10), we get a1 and a2 as functions of N,., a1 = 

where 

We write A.3 = 0 in the standard quadratic form 

A =s(m 2 +n~2 -(m 4 +n~ 

B = -2Jt2{s[m 6 +n 6 +m 2n~m 2 +n~2] -(m 6 +n6)} 

C =x"[s(m 4 +n~2 -(m 8 +n~] 

The roots of N0 are 

N 12 -B±./B2 -4AC 
N- "' - V· 0 -]) - _ __:_2A __ _ 

Consider two special cases, 

(6.82) 

(6.83) 

(6.84) 

(1) Let m = 0, we return back to the single term approximation with R = se· Jlt, In this 

case, Eq(6.83) reduces to 

then N0 = (n:~t)2, i.e. critical axial load N a:= D(mr,/[)2
• This result coincides with the Euler 

load. 
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(2) Let;= 0, we return to two term approximation of elastic case. Eq(6.83) is reduced 

No= N,P =1t2m 6+n 6-J(m 6+n 6)2-(m 2+n~(m 8+n~ (6.85) 
D m4~4 

If we take n = 1 and m = 2, the minimum NJIJCr = 0.6313 D(1t/fi. This result is 

smaller than Euler critical load. 

Now let us find the critical velocity from !\4 = 0, !:is = 0. We first consider !\4 = 

b .. = [(m4-n 4)1t4 -(m 2_n ~1t2No1{[(n1tt-(n1t)2No][(m7t)4-(m7t)2No] (6.86) 

(m 4+n "}1t4 -(m 2+n ~1t2No 

Because b = 4mnN1(m
2

- n~·t, N1 = BUP!D, the critical velocity becomes 

U - D(m 2_n ~ [(m 4 -n 4)1t4 -(m 2_n ~1t2No] J[(nx)4-(n1t)2No] [(m1t)4 -{m1t)2No] (6.87) 

cr 4mn [(m 4+n ")x4 -(m 2+n ~1t2N0]B P 

Let n = 1, m = 2. The minimum critical velocity is 

U = 3D(15x4 -31t2NJJ(x4-1t2NJ(16x4-41t2NJ (6.88) 
cr 8(111t4 -51t2Nc)BJ3 

If N0 = 0, (structure without axial force) this equation reduces to Matyash's result 

(6.89) 
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b. Second Approximation: Damping Included, e1 term Included or excluded 

In this case, with the damping factor c taken into account, Eq(6.69) reduces to 

(6.90) 

where the function P(s) is in the form 

P(s) = (s+j3)[s 4 +2cs 3+(a1 +a:z)(s 2+cs)+a1a2 +j32
] -e[(a1 +a:z)(s 2+cs)+2a1aJ (6.91) 

= bf!s + bls4 + bxY3 + b~2 + b-1 + bs 

(6.92) 

The Routh-Hurwitz determinant is in the form of Eq(6.80) with different elements 

bi. The principal minor determinants are given as follows 

(6.93) 

where the coefficients A4, B4 and C4 are listed in Appendix, A3 and B3 are 

(6.94) 

Since the coefficients b4 and b5 contain the parameter b which includes the flow 
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velocity U, the minor determinants A3, A4 and l:i5 are function of U. From ~ = 0, we get 

of b corresponding to E is shown in Fig 6.2.a. From that figure, we conclude that the 

critical parameter b(U,;zo') = 690 for elastic case (e = 0), and b(Ua ") • 310 for viscoelastic 

case (e is big enough), the ratio ua•IUa" is about 2.2. (other parameters are n = 1, m 

= 2, N0 = (1t/2)2
, ~ = 0.4, c = 0.01, E varies from 0 to 0.2). We can use Eqs(6.40) and 

(6.6) to get the critical velocities. 

We notice that in Matyash's results, ua• for small viscoelastic term is smaller than 

U a" for elastic plate. The ratio of the critical velocities is 

where ua• and Ua" are critical velocities for elastic and viscoelastic cases, respectively. 

If the coefficient E approaches zero, the critical velocity for viscoelastic case 

should be the same as one for elastic case. Thus, we conclude that the critical velocity 

decreases with the small parameter E in some range. Although the small viscoelastic term 

can provide some damping, it can also reduce the modulus (stiffness) in the same time(see 

Fig 6.2.a). 

c: Interval Analysis of Parameter b with interval variable~' Pa: and c 

The relation between the parameter band E is given in Eq(6.9S) 

where b is a parameter related to the critical velocity U The parameters, A,B,C are listed 
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(6.95) 

below, Band Care function of the continuous variable e. From Eq(6.6) and Eq(6.40), 

we have 

Here we use nonlinear programming (optimization) and interval analysis to find 

the resulting interval of b corresponding to the input interval variable ~' P 11 c, and 

continuous variable e. P" is an axial force, ~ is a parameter of viscoelasticity, c is 

damping coefficient. 

For convenience, we choose interval variable in the following manner 

[Pi, P"u] = [1±r]P" [tH, ~u] = [l±r]~ [cl, cu] = [1±r]c 

where r is an uncertainty factor. 

Results given in Figs 6.2.a - e. A nominal curve corresponds to r=O is Fig 6.2a, 

Figs 6.2.b - d portray interval results for r =0.002, 0.005 and 0.01, respectively. Fig 

6.2.c and Fig 6.2.d show that there is no solution for a big e. Fig 6.2.e depicts the 

optimization result for r = 0.01. Comparing Fig 6.2.d with Fig 6.2.e, we find that the 

results yielded by interval analysis are too big and can not determine the solution for £ 

> 0.083. That is the consequence of the fact that interval variables P", ~~ c occur several 

times in Eq(6.95). 
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6.5 Effect of Parameters 

The effect on a critical flow velocity by parameter e and p is studied in this 

section. We will give some qualitative analysis on how the small parameter effects the 

critical velocity. Let the function f(t) be -ee ·lit in the integra - differential expression, 

First, we discuss the effect of eon the critical velocity. In order to do that, we derive an 

expression for the equivalent viscous damping for the viscoelastic materials. We assume 

the deflection is separable [Zhaochang Zheng, 1980], 

w(x,t) = W(x)sinwt 

w(x,t) = - W(x) w2sin wt 

w(x,t) = W(x) (J)COS wt 

w(x,t) = - W(x) w3 cos wt 

The equivalent damping coefficient r. is given below, 

A = :n; T (J) W 2 
c c 

(6.96) 

(6.97) 

where A. is the work done by the damping force or the energy dissipated by the damping 

in a complete period, T is the period of oscillation, T = 'btlw, where w is the circular 

frequency of the oscillation. The convolution term given by viscoelatic properties can be 

written as 

t t 

[r(t-t)w 1111 (t)ch= -e Je -ll(t...:)W(x)sinonch (6.98) 

The energy dissipated by the viscoelastic material in one period is 

We integrate the inside integral term in Eq(6.104), and get 
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T I 

A., =EJ [£ [r(t""'t)w 1111 ("t)dt]W(x)wcoswtdt 

(6.99) 
T I 

= -Erl t WW 1111 [e ~[ [ e jltsinOO'tdt] wcos wtdt 

(6.100) 

Therefore that energy dissipated by the viscoelastic term in a complete period 

becomes 

where 

T 

A = -Erl e WW"" (e -fit (~sinwt-wcoswt)e jlt+<O wcoswtdt 
• ~ ~2+002 

EJ EW WW"" T 
=- f(J3sinwt-wcoswt+we -tlt)coswtdt 

J32+002 ~ 

The result of this dissipated energy A
0 

can be written in the form 

T T 

1 f ........ dt wsin(l)'t-AcosOO't ........ 
1 = W e "''COSOJ't = 00-----::-.....;:-~"-=---e ,.. 

0 A" ., · ..--+w- o 

-~ 

= 00 (rosin roT -~cosw1)e -JIT +j3 = w~( 1-e -;-) 
132+002 ~2+<02 

Now we can obtain an equivalent damping coefficient '• 
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(6.104) 

The value ro = 0 corresponds to the instability, in that case, 10 = 0, then the 

equivalent damping coefficient becomes 

E/2 W1111 

r = • --~-=2~W--
(6.105) 

According to the definition of the function r(t) = E I EOf E = -FEoe- Ill, E(t) = 

FE0e ·II'/~ + E,.,. Here E,., is an elastic modulus at t = ao, E0 is an elastic modulus at t = 

0 (see Fig 6.3). For E0 = E(t = 0), E,., = E0(1 - 2/~), or, E0 = E,.,/(1 - 2/~). Due to physical 

reasons, 0 :S E,., :S E0• Therefore 0 :S: 2/~ = (E0 - E,.,)IE0 :S: 1 or 0 :S: 2 = (E0 - E,.,)~/E0 :S: 

~- If we use the relation 2 = (E0 - E,.,)~IEOf we get an equivalent damping coefficient 

expressed through E0, E,.,, 2 ( or ~ ). 

r = • 
(6.106) 

-.!... 
If we choose the Maxwell body model, the function r(t) = -e P•fp1• To compare 

•t• r('" -!lt t • n 1' .... ,.... .... ... ' .... ... ~ 1· Wl!l '' = -Ee , we mus pu. E = p = ;p1 = .c.,r, q1 = r, ..c0 = qro1tp1 = ..c, ..c,., = u. ts 

equivalent damping coefficient is 

EJW"" IW"" 
r = p- F • w l- w 
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where F and E are viscous and elastic parameters for Maxwell body, respectively. 

Consider operator form equation of motion, Eq(5.19) for Maxwell body; p 1 is 

connected with damping terms w 11 and w. The bigger PI• the greater damping, and the 

smaller e, so that E will decrease with increase of PI· 

We choose E0 as the base for discussion on how these parameters, such as E, ~. 

c, affect the critical velocity. We found that U c/ is bigger than U a"• although, viscoelastic 

materials have damping feature but they also reduce the modulus considerably. The 

modulus affects the critical velocity much more profoundly than the damping does. 

Now we discuss the affection of elastic and viscous terms on the critical velocity. 

We express the relationship between E0, E..,llE/E0, llE/E.., and t/~, 

Eo_ 1 ----
E<» 1-t/~ 

(6.107) 

In the plate case, we fix the E.., (D<»), 

D -D<» 1 - o--
1-E/~ 

t 
N0 =N<»(1--) 

~ 
N, =N," j 1-; (6.108) 

We get parameters a1, a2, band c for the two-term approximation for fixed E<», 

(6.109) 

Recalculate the effect of E on critical parameter b (w3 = 0 in Eq.6.93), the new 

plot (Fig.6.4) is got. It shows the critical parameter b increase with E. 
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6.6 Averaging Analysis for the Stability for a VIscoelastic Plate 

In this section we use the averaging method to find the minimum critical velocity 

U ctl' For convenience, we choose two term approximation of the Galerkin method, n = 

1 and m = 2 in Eq(6.37). The assumed solution is 

w(x, t) = T1(t)sin(xx/l) +T2(t)cos(2xxll) (6.110) 

First we deal with a homogeneous case, i.e., elastic case, and then we use the 

method of variable parameters to get a set of equations for viscoelastic case. By solving 

this set of equations, we get the dynamic response of the viscoelastic plate in the gas 

flow. 

By assuming solution form Eq(6.110), the homegenous form of Eq(6.39) is 

T1 +ct1 +a1T1 +bT2 =0 

T2 +ct2 -bT1 +a2T2 =0 

where a1 = (1t/LtD, a2 = 16('1t/l)4
, b = 8Av/(3l), c = yA. 

The solutions for T; read 

T. = e'•' 
' 

(6.111) 

(6.112) 

Substituting the assumed solutions and parameters a1 az, band c into Eq(6.111), 

we get a set of homogeneous line~ equations 
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8Av 
3f (6.113} 

8Av 
3f 

In order to obtain a non-zero solution ofT;, the determinant of this equation must 

be zero. Letting y = 1, we get 

(6.114} 

We use the Routh-Hurwitz criterion to determine the stability condition of 

Eq(6.111). The principal minor determinants read: A1 = b1 > 0, A2 = b1b2 - br}J3 = 

17{~)"AD+2A 3 > 0. Since A4 = A3b4 and b4 > 0, A3 and A4 have the same sign. We let 
L 

A3 be zero 

A =2A[172( n}8D 2A + 17( n)4DA 3 -32A(~)8D 2+2A( 8Av)2] -172(~)8D 2A 2 
3 1 1 1 31 1 (6.115) 

= {172-64)(~}8D 2A 2+34(~}4DA 4+4A 2{ 8Av)2) =0 
1 1 31 

We get the critical velocity U for elastic case from the equation, 

(6.116) 
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6.6.1 General Response in Elastic Case 

Now we try to find the general solution of the response for elastic case by using 

Laplace transform. First we transform Eq(6.111), a second order differential equation set, 

into a set of first order differential equations. Let y1 = T1, y2 = T1, y3 = T2, y = T2 , then 

Eq(6.111) becomes 

{j} = [A]{y} (6.117) 

where 

0 1 0 0 

-2_~2 -A 8AU 0 --17 3L 
A= 

0 0 0 1 

8AU 
0 - 32~2 -A 

3L 17 

First, we consider a simple case without aerodynamic damping ( y = 0 ), then 

Eq(6.114) becomes 

(6.118) 

The roots of this equation are 

If the roots s2 have an imaginary part, the solution 1i = e.st (Eq 6.112) will be 
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s 2 =.!:_[-17(~_)4D± 1?2('t)8D 2 -4[16( .. ~lD 2 +(8AU)2] ]= 
2 l I I 31 

(6.119) 

.!:_[-17(~)4D± 225(~)8D 2 -4( 8AU)2 ] 
2 l I 31 

unstable. Therefore, we let the square root part in Eq(6.119) varnish, and obtain Uec·the 

critical velocity of the plate without aerodynamic damping, 

(6.120) 

If we choose U = U ec• then s = ± z1., where i.. is the frequency of the dynamic 

response for the elastic plate in gas flow, and A reads 

(6.121) 

The solution is 

(6.122) 

We can also calculate the first and second derivatives of T1, 

T
1 
=-c1i..

2cosi..t-c2A lsin"'A.t+ 
(6.123) 

e -AI[c3(2MsinA.t+(A 2 -i..~cosi..t)+ci -2Mcosi..t+(A 2-A.~sinA.t)] 

From Eq(6.111) we know that 

where the frequency is given by Eq(6.121) and Uec is given by Eq(6.120). We obtain the 
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(6.124) 

solution for T2 

We notice that, the relation between frequency A. and l can be written as (1t/'f'/ = 2"A.2/17 

from Eq(6.121). By changing the term (1t/L)4 in Eq(6.125), we obtain 

(6.126) 

Eq(6.122) and Eq(6.126) represent the general solution of an elastic plate in a gas 

flow. 

6.6.2 The Response of Viscoelastic Plate in a Gas Flow 

Now, let us consider the effect of viscoelastic terms on the critical velocity U 

confirmation and the response of a viscoelastic plate in a gas flow. Method of variation 

of parameters is used to study the effect of viscoelastic terms. 

Because the appearance of viscoelastic term, critical velocity U and the solution 

are changed. The critical velocity with viscoelastic effect taken into account is denoted 

by U a· Its difference from the elastic one is 
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au= u - u et: ck 
(6.127) 

The two term approximation, Eq(6.111), is changed into the following integro-

differential equations, 

where L 1 and L 2 are given by 

(6.129) 

Now we use the method of variation of parameters to find the solution of the 

above equation. Let 

(6.130) 

we rewrite the solution T1 and T2 given by Eq(6.122) and Eq(6.126) into the following 

form 

Here, we need to find the solutions of the four unknown functions x1{t), x2(t), ~(t) 

and x4(t). Because only two equations of motion can be used to solve the four variables, 

two additional conditions are needed. The functions ~ and x4 contain the term e-AI, so that 

the equation about ~ and x4 should have the form ;ti +Ax; = g(t) , i = 3, 4. 
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(6.131) 

The two additional conditions can be chosen in a convenient way. It is easy to 

solve a first order equation, therefore, we choose the additional conditions in this way. 

The first derivatives of T1 and T2 with respect of time t can be separated into two 

parts, the first part is about the X; in Eq(6.132) given below and the second part is about.i; 

, i = 1, 2, and about i; +Ax; , i = 3, 4 in Eq(6.133) below. 

T1 = -[(x1+x:JfhAx4]sinflt+[(x2 +xJP -Ax3]cospt 

T2=~{[ -~P2(x1 +x3+~)+AP(x4-x2-~~]sinpt SAUer 17 p p 
15 A A 

+ [-fl2(x2 +x4 --.x:J+Afl(x1 -x3 --X) ]cosflt} 
17 p p 

~{[~P2(.i1 +.i3 +Ax:J+Afl(.i4+Ax4-.t:z)]cospt 8AU..., 17 

+ [~fl2(i2+i4 +Ax..)+AP(i1 -.i3 -Ax:J]sinpt} =0 
17 

(6.132) 

(6.133) 

Eq(6.132) is treated as first derivative, and Eq(6.133) are taken as additional 

conditions. By comparing the two additional conditions in Eq(6.133), we get 
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(6.134) 

(6.135) 

The second derivatives of T1 and T2 with respect to time t are obtained from the 

simplified first order equation, Eq(6.132), instead of from the full first order derivative 

of T1 and T2 given in Eq(6.131). In this procedure, the first derivatives of x1, x2, ~ and 

x4 with respect to time t are considered, so that the second derivatives T1 , T2 are a set 

of equation about X; and X; • T
1 , T2 read, respectively 

(6.136) 

t;=2!!..{ -cosPtl 15 P2<PCr, +x, +~.l'J+~ +.t" -~.t,l)+.APCPCr" -li ~x,)+Ct,-.t, -~.tJ] 
MUC 17 p p p p 

(6.137) 

-ainpt£ 15 P2CPCJ2 +.r4-~x,>-Ct, +.t, +~.tJ)+.APCP"' -x,-~.xJ-Ct" -.t, -~.t,>n 17 p p p p 

Now, substituting the derivatives of T1 and T2 given by Eqs(6.132), (6.136) and 

(6.137) into the equations of the motion, Eq(6.128), we get 

additional conditions given by Eq(6.134, 6.135) and the motion equations Eq(6.138, 
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(6.138) 

(6.139) 

6.139) can be rewritten as follows 

(6.140) 

(6.141) 

(6.142) 

(6.143) 

Now, we have four equation Eq(6.140- 6.143) for four functions X;, i = 1, ... , 

4. Therefore, the unknown functions can be solved out. By substituting p times Eq(6.141) 

into Eq(6.142}, and -Af32 times Eq(6.140)- 15/17 f33 times Eq(6.141) into Eq(6.143), we 

get two equations with only two variables y3 and y4• These two linear equations can be 

written in a linear equation form, [B]{y} = {L} with matrix [B] being 
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where S = sinpt, C = cospt, a= _2!_, {L} = (£1, L;/, {y} = {y3, y_JT. 
8AU.,. 

The determinant of the matrix [B] is 

and y3 = li3 I li, y4 = ll.4 I li, where 

li3 •aL1[( 
30

p3-A 2P)C-~P2S] +L2(AS-2PC} 
17 17 

•L1(M1S +N1C)+L2(M~ -N2C) 

ll.4saaLt[( 30p3-A 2p)S+~P2C] +L2(2ps+AC) 
17 17 

• £ 1( -M1S +N1C}+L2( -M~ -N2C) 

M =?R 
~·2 -p 

(6.145) 

(6.146} 

(6.147) 

(6.148) 

By using the similar steps as above, we can solve the other two variables y1 and 

y2• Substituting (·P) times Eq(6.141) and A times Eq(6.140) into Eq(6.142), substitute 

32117 Aap2 times Eq(6.140) and a(A2
- 15 x p3)117 times Eq(6.141) into Eq(6.143}, we 
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get a liner equation set [Bf{y}={L} for y1 andy2 

where S = sinf3t, C = cosf3t, a= ~. {L} = (L1, LJr, {y} = (y1, yJT 
SAUer 

The determinant of matrix [Bj is denoted by A •. It reads 

N 
• • • • 

ow Y1 =A 1 I A , y4 =A 4 I A, where 

A."t•aLt[( 30 p3-A 2p)C+ 49 Af32S] +L2( -AS-2f3C) 
17 17 

=L1{ -M1S+Np)+L2( -M~-N2C) 

A.; •aL1[( 
30 

f33 -A 2f3)S-
49 

Af32C] + L2( -2f3S +AC) 
17 17 

•L1(M1S+N1C)+L2(M~-N2C) 

(6.150) 

(6.151) 

(6.152) 

We notice that A."= -A. Therefore we let A1 =- A.1", A2= -~·. We put the 

solutions for Yi , i = 1, 4, together, 

. ~.153) 
y4 =x4 +Ax4 =

A 

A1 =L1(M1S-N1C)+L2(M~+N2C) A2 =L1(-N1S-M1C)+L2(N~-M2C) (6.154) 

A3 =L1(M1S+N1C)+L2(M~-N2C) A. 4 =L1(N1S-M1C)+Li-N~-M2C) 
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6.6.3 Another Expression of Averaging Method in Viscoelastic Beam 

Here, we still use two term Galer kin approximation. The equation of motion reads 

(6.155) 

where a1, a2, c and b are given below 

(6.156) 

for m-n odd; otherwise b = 0 (see Bolotin, 1963, Matyash,1971). 

First we deal with the simplest case, namely the homogenous equation. That is the 

elastic case. The solution reads 

f. =Feipt 
II II 

n=1,2 (6.157) 

where pis natural frequency. We substitute this solution into Eq(6.156). We have, 

(a1-p'Z)F1 +bF2 =0 

-bF1 +(a2-p'Z)F
2 

=0 
(6.158) 

This equation set represents two simultaneous homogeneous algebraic equations 

with unknown F 1 and F2• For the non-trivial solution for F 1 and F 2, the determinant 

should be zero. We get the frequency equation, 

(6.159) 

From this equation the frequencies or characteristic values of the system can be 
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found. The roots of Eq(6.159) are given by 

(6.160) 

The system Eq(6.155) has a harmonic solution whenp = p 1 or p2• The values of 

F 1 and F2 depend on these natural frequencies. Because [A]{F} = {0} is homogeneous, 

the ratios of F 1 to F2 for either p 1 or pz, or modal vectors, can be found. For p = p 1, we 

get 

n =1,2 

Solving this equation set, we get the solution denoted as r 1>, 

(6.162) 

Let a -- _11) b • -- a2 - at and z -- az - at - b • Th b . .r en, a can e wntten as ' 2 2b -b. 

a(b) =z-Jz2-1 
(6.163) 

A similar procedure can be followed to find the ratio F 1 to F2 for the second 

natural frequency p2 

Solving this equation set results in 
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[ 
-pi+al : ~x(2>} ={o} 

-b -n+a 1 0 rl l 

Therefore the solution of the homogeneous equation ( e = 0 ) is 

If let 

f.. =c11cosp1t+cu5inp1t+a( c21cosp1t+c-zPinp1t) 

h = c21cosp1t+c22sinp1t+a( c11cosp1t+cu5inp1t) 

/ 1 =c11cosp1t+cu5inp1t 
/ 1 =c21cosp1t+crJinp1t 

the solution can be written as 

/1 =/1 +all 
h =all +/l 

(6.164) 

(6.165) 

(6.166) 

(6.167) 

(6.168) 

Now we use the method of varying parameters to find the solution for the equation 

with 8 ;.e 0. The parameters c, are treated as variables of time t, and the equations with 

respect to cij(t) are desired. 

In order to get a simple first order equation, two additional conditions are 

introduced in terms of the first derivative. The first derivative are 
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i 1 =p1( -c11sinp1t+c12cosp1t)+ap2( -c21sinpl+c22cosp2t) 

i2 =p2( -c21sinpl+c22cospl) +ap1( -c11sinp1t+c12cosp1t) 

and the two additional conditions are 

(6.169) 

(A) 

(B) 

From these two additional conditions, namely by performing the following formal 

operations Eq(A) - a·Eq(B) and Eq(B) - a·Eq(A), we get 

(1-a~(c11cosp1t+cuSinp1t) =0 

(1-a~( c21cosp2t +c~inp2t) = 0 

If a 2 differs from unity, we have the additional conditions bellow 

We can get an expression for the second derivative from Eq(6.169) 

(6.170) 

(6.171) 

(6.172) 

Substituting Eq(6.166, 6.173) into Eq(6.155), then the equation of motion is 

changed into 

] 1 +aJ1 +bh, =(a1-p{+oh)I1 +(aa1-ap2
2+b)I2 +p1( -c11sinp1t+c12cosp1t) 

+ap2 ( -c21sinp2t+c22cospl) = w 1Jw{t""t)/tC't)dt 
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•• 2 2 • 
/ 2-b/1+a.j2=(aa2-ap1 -b)l1 +(a2-p2 -ab)l2+p2( -c21smpl+l:'ncosp2t) 

+apl (- cusinplt +c12cosp1t) = Ea2 I oo(t""'t)flr:)dt 
(D) 

In Eq(C) and (D), the unknown functions are not h. and}; but Cw c12, c21 and ell> 

we can use equation of motion Eq(C),(D) and two additional conditions in Eq(6.171) to 

solve them. 

The coefficients of ! 1 and ! 2 in Eq(C) and Eq(D) are zero, we give a proof below. 

First we give the coefficients in Eq(C). From Eq(6.160), we know the parameter pl, i =1, 

2, which are the natural frequencies for elastic case with a two-term Galerkin 

approximation. We can rewrite the p/ as 

(6.174) 

considering Eq(6.165), we can use the denotion a in Eq(6.174), we get p/ = a1 + ab or 

a1 - p 1
2 + ab = 0, this means that the coefficient of ! 1 in Eq(C) is zero. In the similar 

way, we can prove the other three coefficients of !1 and 12 in Eq(C) and (D) are zero in 

Eq(6.175), Eq(6.176) and Eq(6.177), respectively 

P22 -- a1 +a2 + ( a2 -a1)2-b 2 --a -b( a2 -at - ( a2 -a1)2 ) ab -
2

. -1 =a.,-
2 2 :! 2b b -

(6.175) 

2 a2-a1 a -a ab 
ap2 =ab{-2-b-+ (-;-b-1)2-1) +aat =-----;====+aat =b+aal (6.176) 
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a~ a~ ~ 
ap{ = -ab( ~ 1 

+ ( ~b 1)2-1) +aa2 = -·---r=====+aa2 =aa2-(6.177) 

a2-a1 

2b 

therefore, Eq(C) and Eq(D), the equations of motion expressed by cii, read 

(6.178) 

(6.179) p2( -c21sinpl+c22cosp2t) +ap1( -c11sinp1t+c12cosp1t) = w2Iro(t"""1:)/z('t)dt 

Multiplying Eq(6.179) by a and subtracting the result from Eq(6.178), we get 

(6.180) 

where Sv S2 are the right hand side terms of the equation of motion 

s 1 = ea1 I ro(t""'t)/1{'t)dt S2 = ea2 I ro(t"""T:)h('t)dt 

sl -aS2 = E I ro(t""'t) [(a1 +a2aJil('t) + a(al-aJI2('t)]dt 
(6.181) 

By substituting the additional condition c11cosp1t+cu&inp1t =0, Eq(6.171), into 

Eq(6.180), we get 

S-aS c = -sinp t 1 2 

11 1 2\ p1(1-a, 
(6.182) 

By putting Eq(6.181) into Eq(6.182), we have 
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(6.183) 

Denote 

(6.184) 

Then ell can be put in the form 

(6.185) 

From the additional condition c11cosp1t+cu5inp1t =0, we obtain 

(6.186) 

(6.187) 

Similarly, Multiplying Eq(6.179) by a and subtracting the result from Eq(6.179), we 

obtain 

(6.188) 

(6.189) 

By using the additional condition c21cosp2t+cr}inpi=O, Eq(6,172), into 

Eq( 6.188), we get 
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or 
s -aS c = -sinn t 2 1 

21 r2 2\ 
p2(1-a' 

(6.190) 

Putting Eq(6.189) into Eq(6.190), we get 

(6.191) 

Denote 

(6.192) 

Then c21 can be put in the foim 

(6.193) 

From the additional condition c21cosp2t+Cz:Pinp-l = 0, Eq(6.172), we get 

or, collectively, the four first derivatives can be written as 

c111 = -sinp111J oo(t_,;){4.uiJllt) + 4JJ.ftr.)}fh 

c112 =cosp111 foo(t_,;){4.uiJltft) +4JJ/lt)}fh .. 
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(6.196) 



u 

Lx 

Fig 6.1: A plate in gas flow. U is the velocity of the flow, N"' N1 are the axial forces 
applied on the plate in the direction of x andy, respectively 
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Fig 6.2: The effect of e on parameter b expressed in £ 0 
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Fig 6.3: A typical relaxation function E(t). 
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Fig.6.4: The effect of£ on parameter b expressed in E..,, J3=0.4, c=O.Ol, N0"'=(1t/2)2 
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Chapter VII. The Fractional Calculus for Continuous Beam 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

There are three methods to deal with the dynamic response of a linear viscoelastic 

materials, namely, classical approach and fractional calculus. In fact, the fractional 

calculus appears to be somewhat an empirical method. 

Classical Method 

This method is based on the series representation in tenns of of time derivatives 

applied to the time dependent stresses and strains, i.e. the constitutive relationship 

between the stress and strain (Fl ugge, 1975). 

o(t) + ~ b,. d "'o(t) =Eo+ ~E,. d "£(t) 
lfl•l dt lfl lt•l dt II 

(7.1) 

The advantage of this method consists in the fact that there is a clear physical 

meaning for the typical models, like Maxwell fluid model, Kelvin Voigt solid model and 

their combinations. In accordance to the experiments for some specific materials, one can 

choose the typical model block, or to put some blocks together to properly describe the 

material. This method predicts an exponential relaxation and creep. 



There are two drawbacks of this method Bagley and Torvik (1983, 1985, 1987). 

The first drawback is that, for some viscoelastic materials, often many derivative terms 

are needed in Eq (7.1) to get a good least-square fit to the experimental data, if the 

stiffness and damping properties of the material are frequency dependent. The second 

drawback is the difficulty to find exact solutions if many derivative-terms are employed. 

Fractional calculus: 

Nutting (1921) observed that stresses relaxation phenomena can be modeled by 

fractional powers of time instead of decaying exponential. In 1953, Graham suggest the 

use of time derivative of frictional order to model Nutting's observation. Then, Caputo 

(1969) suggested use fractional calculus to model the viscoelastic behavior of geological 

strata. Others have given the similar fractional calculus. Koeller (1984) pointed out that 

the fractional calculus can use similar standard mode blocks as Maxwell fluid, Kelvin 

solid and their combinations. 

At first, this method was believed as an empirical method, but in fact, there is 

some relationship between fractional calculus and molecular theories. In Rouse's 

molecular theory(1955), for the moleculs without crossing linkage between them, the 

viscous fraction force is in the form: 

T.(t) = j 3':T D"'(y(t)] 
(7.2) 

where, J.l - steady flow viscosity, p - density universal gas constant, T - absolute 

temperature, M- molecular weight, Dlfl is a fractional derivative with fractional order 1/2. 
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This equation provides some explanation for the use of fractional calculus to viscoelastic 

material, although, real viscoelastic material can not be fully expressed by Rouse's theory. 

The general form of the constitutive relation with the aid of fractional derivatives 

in the viscoelastic model reads 

M N 
o(t) + l: b,D~·[o(t)] =E0 + l:E,Da•[~::(t)] (7.3) 

m•l 11•l 

where Dais derivative of fractional order a. In Eq (6.4) a and ~ are rational fractions 

between 0 to 1. The fractional derivative is defined as 

I 

D a[x(t)] = 1 d I x('t) dt; 
r(1-a) dt (t-'t)a 

In fact, the integral in Eq (7 .4) is a convolution integral, a star denoted 

(7.4) 

(4') 

It should be noticed that in many experiments one term in both sides was 

sufficient to predict the material properties. In this particular case, Eq (7.3) can be 

written as follows: 

(7.5) 

There are five coefficients E0, E1, b, a and p witch must be determined by 

performing a least square fit to the measured complex moduli. 

Fractional calculus has following features in viscoelasticity analysis: 

1. The analysis in consistent with accepted molecular theories. 
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2. It needs only few parameters, so that straightforward and accurate least-square fit to 

measured frequency-dependent mechanical properties can be performed. 

7.2 Laplace Transform for Fractional Calculus 

Laplace transform is defined as: 

.. 
L[x(t)] = [x(t)e -•at (7.6) 

Because the Laplace transform of a convolution of two functions is represented 

as a product of Laplace transforms of the two functions, the Laplace Transform applied 

to the fractional derivative operator in Eq(7.4) is L{D a[x(t)]} = L[x(t)]L[t -a] . Also 
r(l-a) 

(7.7) 

o(s) =pl._s)E(s) (7.8) 

The equivalent modules is 

(7.9) 

7.3 Simple Supported Beam with Constrained Viscoelastic Layer 

Consider a simply supported, uniform beam with a constrained viscoelastic 

damping layer, Fig 7.1. We study the transient response under a distributed load. Because 
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of the presence of the constrained layer, the effective damping of viscoelastic layer will 

be increased. 

The general equation for the continuous beam is a sixth order differential equation: 

The boundary conditions for the beam are 

(a) Varnishing displacement at both ends 

w(x,t) =0 x=O,L (7.11) 

(b) Varnishing bending moment at both ends 

x=O,L (7.12) 

(c) Varnishing axial load at both end 

x=O,L (7.13) 

If no vicoelastic damping is present, the coefficient g will be varnished identically. 

Then, Eq(7.10) reduces to the one valid for elastic case 

where 

h+t 
d=t+--c 

2 
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(7.15) 



Eb- elastic modulus of the beam material, Ec- modulus of the constraining layer, h, tc and 

tv are the depths of the beam, constraining layer and damping layer, respectively. G" -

modules of the damping layer, p - mass per unit length of the composite beam, q -

distributed vertical load on the beam. 

The solution for simply supported beam is assumed to be 

w(x,t) =a,.(t)sin n;: n = 1, 2, 3, ... (7.16) 

where a,.(t) -modal participation function for mode n. 

To find the solution is now reduced to determin all a,.(t). In order to evaluated 

a,.(t), we substitute the solution Eq(7.16) into the homogeneous eqiation(7.1), and perform 

a Laplace transform, to get an auxiliary equation 

(7.17) 

In our case, we consider the shear stress and strain of viscoelastic layer, so the 

fractional calculus formulas and appropriate Laplace transforms are given as follows 

)Bagley and Torvik 1985) 

(7.18) 

(7.19) 

The related equivalent modulus is 

(7.20) 

where 't(t) -time dependent shear stress, composed of two parts; G0y(t) is an elastic term, 
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whereas G1Da[y(t)] is a viscoelastic term; y(t) is a shear strain, G0 is a static modulus 

and G1 is a coefficient. 

By using the correspondence principle (i.e. viscoelastic-elastic analogy), (Flagge, 

1975), the equivalent complex modulus given in Eq(7.20) is introduced into auxiliary 

Eq(7.17), and transformed into a fifth order polynomial in s1rz. 

where 

G
111 1 l g1 =-~- E h + E t 
" " "" 

(7.22) 

Since the coefficients in Eq(7.21) are real, the roots should be either real or must 

appear in complex conjugate pairs. In our case, there is one real root and two complex 

conjugate pairs. Let s = s1rz, s; be the root of Eq(7.21), then Eq(7.21) can be written to 

s 
D(s) = TI (s lfl-s) = 0 

i•l 

(7.23) 

We should notice that the roots in Eq (7.23) s; are roots of s instead of Laplace 

parameter s itself. 

After having found the roots of Eq (7.21), the equation of motion of forced 

vibration is considered. Let us find out what is the Laplace transform of the contribution 

of the modal excitation. For nth mode, one can substitute the assumed solution w(x,t) into 

Eq (7.10), we get 
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Because the set {sin (mtX/L)} is a set of orthogonal functions, we multiply both 

sides of Eq(7.24) by sin (nrrx/L), and then integrate from 0 to L, to yield 

L 

{ -<";)6a,. -g(1+Y)( ";)4a,.-~[( ";)2 +g]il,.} Jsin m;:sin m; dx 
D 

(7.25) 
L 

1 f 1mtX iJlq =- sin-(--gq)dx 
Do L ox 2 

The left hand side of Eq (7.25) varnishes if m ;I! n, and equals 112 if m = n. We 

calculate the right hand side of Eq (7.25) 

L 
2 

L 

2:.Jsin~( a q -gq)dx = [( mt)2+g]}q(x,t)sin~dx (7.26) 
Do L ox 2 L o L 

We substitute the Eqs (7.20) and (7.26) into Eq(7.25), and take a Laplace 

transform to get 

D(s)A (s)L 1 mt JL tmtX 
-~"-- = --[(-)2+g0 +g1s 112

] Q "(x,s) sin--dx 
2 D L L 

(7.27) 
D 

The expression for Aa(s) is 

L 

2 mt2 112} • tmtX A (s) =- [(-) +g0 +g1s ] Q "(x, s) sm dx 
" LDD(s) L o L 

(7.28) 

By using inverse Laplace transform of to this expression, the time-dependent 

coefficients an(t) can be determined 
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a,(t) =~ lim(s -s)A,.(s)e 3l (7.29) 
1 8 .... 31 

where si are the poles of Eq (7.28), including the poles introduced by auxiliary equation 

and the time dependent load. Since the roots of the auxiliary equation si are square roots 

of s, si itself equals s/. Inverse Laplace transform is L"1[(s-s)"1
] = e<*> instead of L"1[(s112-

s)"1
] = eC§i t>. Therefore, in order to get the response in the form exp(s/), the auxiliary 

equation (7.23) can be written in the form, 

_ (s-s1)(s-s~(s-sJ(s-s.J(s-s~ 
D(s) = (s 112-s

1
)(s 112-s~(s 112-sJ(s 112-s .J(s 112-s~ (7.30) 

It is noted that the five roots of the auxiliary equation, one real, and two pairs of 

complex conjugate. One pair of the related has a negative real part, and the other one has 

a positive real part. 

7.4 Interval Analysis of Eigenvalues and Response 

For direct interval analysis, we should have a analytical expression for a specific 

problem. If we do not have a analytical expression, then, we must solve out interval roots, 

that is a tough task especially the roots are cornpex ones. 

We suggest to use direct interval method with construction of upper and lower 

bound functions. If we find exact upper and lower function, we can solve out exact range 

of resulting interval. 

First we use a simple case to show the ideal. a nonlinear functionj{x) in Fig 7.2 
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is considered, to find the interval of the roots xi> i = 1, 2, ... for f{x) = 0. If the coefficients 

are fixed, we can solve out the roots. If the coefficients are interval variables, we will 

try to construct the the upper and lower functions f(x) and /(x). If f{x) is a polynomial, 

we can easily find analytical f(x) and /(x), and find exact intervals for the roots. 

We consider more complex problem, to find the interval of root if the function are 

/ 1(x,y) = 0, A(x,y) = 0. Even if l(x,y) are polynomials of x andy, they are not easy to 

find exact upper and lower functions for them. 

Table 7.1: Result intervals of the roots for n = 1 

n=1 lower fixed upper lower fixed upper 

sl -3.30 -1.90 -1.55 -2.60 -1.89 -1.10 

s2 -3.30 -1.90 -1.55 1.05 1.89 2.50 

sJ -4.00 -2.60 -1.80 -0.85 0.0 0.75 

s4 1.65 1.89 2.15 -2.15 . --1.90 -1.75 

Ss 1.65 1.89 2.15 1.70 1.90 2.05 
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Table 7.2: Result intervals of the roots for n = 3 

n=3 lower fixed upper lower fixed upper 

sl -7.25 -5.79 -4.65 -6.95 -5.67 -5.45 

s2 -7.25 -5.79 -4.65 5.40 5.67 6.85 

s3 -4.00 -2.65 -1.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 

s4 5.05 5.64 6.45 -6.35 -5.69 -5.15 

Ss 5.05 5.64 6.45 5.10 5.69 6.25 

Table 7.3: Result intervals of the roots for n = 5 

n=5 lower fixed upper lower fixed upper 

sl -11.8 -9.75 -8.50 -11.3 -9.45 -8.75 

s2 -11.8 -9.75 -8.50 8.70 9.45 11.2 

s3 -4.10 -2.69 -1.80 0.00 0.0 0.00 

So~ 8.35 9.32 10.7 -10.7 -9.47 -8.60 

Ss 8.35 9.32 10.7 8.55 9.47 10.6 
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Table 7.4: Result intervals of the roots for n = 7 

n=7 lower fixed upper lower fixed upper 

st -16.5 -13.78 -11.7 -15.7 -13.23 -12.1 

s2 -16.5 -13.78 -11.7 12.1 13.23 15.6 

sJ -4.20 -2.76 -1.85 0.00 0.0 0.00 

s4 11.6 12.93 14.8 -15.0 -13.27 -12.0 

Ss 11.6 12.93 14.8 12.0 13.27 15.0 

From these roots interval for frequencies, we can also get the interval expression for 

amplititute of response by Eq(7.29). We can find the result interval directly in this case. 

a,.
1 = min{ ~ lim (s-s) A,.(s)} a,." = max{ ~ lim (s-s) A,.(s)} (7.31) 

J s-s, J s-s, 

where A .. is given by eq(7.28). 

7.5 An Example of a Sandwich Beam 

We calculate the transient response of the beam under an unit step load applied 

at the mid span of the beam (Fig 7.3) at time t = 0. The load is represented as in 

Eq(7.31) 

q(x,t) = fJ(x-L/2)u0(t) (7.32) 

Substituting Eq(7.31) into the complex mode Laplace transform yield in Eq(7.28), 
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we get 

2 mt 2 112 1 .nut 
A (s)=--[(-) +g0+g1s ]-SID-

" LD L sD(s) 2 
(7.33) 

We choose the coefficients as follows a = 0.5, G0 = 7.6x105 N/m2
, G1 = 

2.95x105 N/m2 (Bagley and Torvik, 1985), E, = 2.1x107 N/m2
, Ec = 2.1x107 N/m2

, tc = 

0.01 meters, tv = 0.005 meters, L = 5.0 meters. The eigenvalues of the auxiliary equation 

are listed in table 7.5. 

Table 7.5: The solution of poles of the Eq (7.32) 

j si , n=1 -2 
si = si , n=1 si , n=3 -2 3 si = si , n = 

1 1.8954+i1.898 -0.009856+i7.1952 5.6387+i5.6876 -0.55305+i64.141 

2 1.8954-i1.898 -0.009856-i7.195 5.6387-i5.687 -0.55305-i64.141 

3 -1.9045 + i 1.889 0.057704+i7.196 -5. 7940+i5.669 1.4243+i65.701 

4 -1.9045-i1.889 0.057704-i7.196 -5.7940-i5.669 1.4243-i65.701 

5 2.6404 + iO.OOO 6.9719+i0.000 2.6505+i0.000 7.0251 +iO.OOO 

6 0.0 + iO.OOO O.O+iO.OOO O.O+iO.OOO O.O+iO.OOO 

Following the method of Torvik and Bagley's (1983, 1985). We choose the 

three poles with a negative real parts. Substituting them into Eq (7.29) to hield 

The response is presented in Fig 7.4 and 7.5. 
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a,.(t) = l: lim(s-s)A,.(s)e"l 
j•1,2,6 .. - .. 1 

(7.34) 

From above discussion, we conclude that fractional calculus model can be used 

to study a continuous beam with a viscoelastic layer, to find the transient response and 

further to evaluate the damping effect of the viscoelastic layer. 

constro.lnlng lo.yo.r 

do.Mping lo.yer 

~---------------L----------------~ 

Fig 7.1: A simply supported beam with constrained viscoelastic material 
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Fig. 7.2: Find interval solution from the upper and Lower functions 
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Fig. 7.3: A simply supported beam with a concentrated load 
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Fig. 7.5. The 3rd model response of a sandwich beam 
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Chap VIII. Eigenvalues of Continuous Structures with Uncertain 

Parameters 

8.1 Introduction 

In previous chapters we have studied several problems of response of systems with 

intexval parameters. The following question arrives: what is the uncertainty introduced to the 

system due to uncertain elastic properties and uncertain mass distribution? This subject was 

previously studied in the realm of stochastic finite element method, by Ramu and Ganesan 

(1993) and other investigators. However, as Shinozaka (1987) mentions " ... it is recognized that 

it is rather difficult to estimate experimentally the auto-correlation function, or in the case of 

weak homegenility, the spectral density function of the stochastic variation of material properties. 

In view of this, the upper bound approaches are particularly important, since the bounds derived 

do not require knowledge of the autocorrelation function". 

Convex modelling of uncertainty to material scatter problem was initialled by Elishakoff, 

Elisseff and Glegg (1994) as well as by Li, Elishakoff, Starnes and Shinozuka (1994). 

The natural frequencies of structures with uncertain but non-random parameters was 

studied by Qiu, Chen and Elishakoff (1994) in the context of intexval mathematics. They have 

addressed the following problem. Let the eigenvalue problem be described by equation: 

Ku = /Mu (1) 

subject to constraints representive the uncertainties in the stiffness and mass matrices 
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K 1 :s; K :s; K" 

M 1 :s;M:s;M" 

(8.2) 

(8.3) 

where E amd.K" are lower and upper bounds of the stiffness matrix, respectively, K = (k0 which 

is uncertain but non- random M and M" are, respectively, lower and upper bounds of the mass 

matrix M = (mij) which is uncertain but non-random, A= ro2 is a squared frequency corresponding 

to the uncertain by non-random pair K and M, u is an associated eigenvector. 

Qiu, Chen and Elishakiff (1994) proved the following theorem: If K = [E, K"] is a 

positive semi-definite interval matrix, then eigenvalues Ai> i = 1, 2, ... , n, range of over th 

interval 

A; = [ A:, A~ ] 

where the lower and upper bounds satisfy 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

In the following sections we will use this theorem to continuous strings and beams 

through the FEM. 

8.2 Application of Qiu-Chen-Eiishakoff Theorem to an Uncertain String Problem 

Here we determine the frequencies of string when its mass per unit length m(x) and 

extension force T(x) are interval variables, 

m 1 :s; m(x) :s; m " T 1 :s; T(x) :s; T " (8.6) 

The equation of motion of a string is a wave equation. If the extension force T is a 

function of x, then equation reads 
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where u is a displacement. 

iJ iJu iJ2u 
-[T{x)-] = m(x)
iJx ax iJt 2 

(8.7) 

If T and m are assumed to be constants To. mo. then, the solution is assumed to be 

u = U(x)eiwl. Substituting this solution into Eq(8.7), we can get a differential equation about B(x), 

solve out the function U(x) and use the boundary condition U(O) = U( 1) = 0, we can get the 

natural frequency ro, (see Table 8.1) 

Now, we assume the parameter T0, m0 are interval variables. Then, the resulting interval 

(8.8) 

of frequency is 

(8.9) 

If the T(x) is not a constant, the function U(x) is not a easy to solve out. We can use the 

finite element method, to deal with such a problem. Finite element method is used here to 

find the natural frequencies. The stiffness and mass matrices are 

L L 

k;i = [T(x)N/ N/ dx m;i = [ m(x)N,Nidx (8.10) 

where N;. Ni are shape functions 
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X 
N1 = 1-

L 
N' = 1 

2 L 
(8.11) 

Now we analyze this problem by using interval mathematics; We assume T(x) and m(x) 

to be interval valiables as given in eq(8.39). The lower and upper stiffness elements can be 

written as 

L L 

I . I 1 f 1 T" k12 = mm T(x)( --)dx = ( -T ") _d,x = --
£2 £2 L 

(8.12) 

(8.13) 

or writing it in the matrix form 

K,l = _!.[ T I - T "] 
L -T" T 1 

,. _ 1[T" -T 1
] K --

" L -T 1 T" 
(8.14) 

Since the shape functions do not take on negative values, which makes mass matrix 

simple to handle with. The mass matrix is 

If we note that the interval [-T', -T] can be written as -1 *[T, T'], Eq(8.14) and (8.415) 

can also be written into interval matrix fonns 
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M'=m'£[2 1] 
" 6 1 2 

,. _ m"L[ 2 1 ] M --• 6 1 2 
(8.15) 

K',K," = .!_! [T
1
,T"] [-T", -T']] = [T',T"][1 -1] (8.16) 

[ " ] L [-T", -T~ [T 1,T"] L -1 1 

1 ,. _ Ll[m',m"] [m',m"]]- [m',m"]L~ 1] (8.17) [M.,, M., ] - - - ...:;._......,....__;_ 
6 [m 1, m "] [m 1, m "] 6 1 2 

The string with length 1 is represented by n equal elements with span length, L=l/n, n?;2. 

Considering the boundary conditions u(x = 0) = u(x = l) = 0, then, we get global matrices with 

dimension (n-1)(n-1). The global stiffness matrix is given below, 

2T1 -T• 0 0 ·- 0 0 2T• -T' 0 0 -· 0 0 

-T• 2T1 -T• 0 ·- 0 0 -T' 2T• -T1 0 -· 0 0 

K'=! 0 -T• 2T1 -T• ·- 0 0 1 0 -T' 2T• -T' -· 0 0 (8.18) x•= 
L • L 

0 0 0 0 ·- 2T1 -T• 0 0 0 0 -· 2T• -T' 

0 0 0 0 ·- -T• 2T1 0 0 0 0 -· -T' 2T• 

We notice [-T', -T] = -1 *[T, T'], Eq(8.18) can be written as 

2 -1 0 0 0 0 

-1 2 -1 0 0 0 

[K 1,K"] = [T 1, T"]K. 0 -1 2 -1 0 0 (8.19) 
L ' 

K• = 

0 0 0 0 2 -1 

0 0 0 0 -1 2 

The natural frequencies ro can be got by solving 
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4 1 0 0 0 0 

1 4 1 0 0 0 

M = [m I, m "]L M* 0 1 4 1 0 0 
6 , M* = (8.20) 

0 0 0 0 4 1 

0 0 0 0 1 4 

I K I - A.'M u I = 0 , I K.. - A" M I I = 0 (8.21) 

where [A.l, Au] = [( o:J')2, ( wj2]. 

For example, n = 3, we get equation for A.1 

3[2T 1 -T"] m"l [4 1 l, 
l -T" 2TL - 3·6 1 4 r = O 

(8.22) 

Let a 1 = 54TI(m•f), a• = 54'rl(m1P), ~· = T/'r, ~· = 'r/T. We get 

[2 -W'] [41t a 1 
- 1 = (2a +a~ - 3A.)(2a -a~ -SA.) = 0 

-~" 2 1 4 

(8.23) 

The solutions A.1 from this equation are 

A.' = a 1
(2 -(3") _ 54 T 

1 
( 2 -~") 1 

5 5 m "1 2 

(8.24) 

~ = a 1
(2+f3") _54 T 

1 
fZ+W') 

3 3 m"P' 

In similar way, we can get the solutions for Au 

If let n = 4, a 1 = 96T!(m•f), a• = 96'r/(m1f), ~1 = T/'r, ~· = 'r/T, Eq(8.21) will 

become 
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The expression for this determinant is 

the roots are 

(2a1-41.. ~ [(2a1-41.. ~2-2( a 1j3'' +I.. ~2] = 

(2a1-4/.. ~[(2+y'2 (3")a1
-( 4-{i)/..1[(2-{i (3")a1

-( 4+v'2)t..1=0 

.. , - 2 -/2(3" l 
""t - a 

4 +JZ 
1 a 1 

1..;=-
2 

The middle point values are expressed as 

T 1+ T" m 1+ m" T= m= 2 ·--=-2-

(8.25) 

(8.26) 

(8.27) 

(8.28) 

(8.29) 

We take T = 0.9T, r = 1.1T, m1 = 0.9m, mu = 1.1m, then (31 = 0.8181, (3" = 1.22222, 
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Table 8.1: the Roots of [A.I, Am, A."], xT/(mf) 

Theory of middle FEA n=3 FEAn=4 

J..l 9.8696 [6.873, 10.8, 15.6] [3.940, 10.387, 18.269] 

l..z 39.4784 [47.4546, 54.0, 62] [39.273, 48, 58.667] 

n = 2 FEA Model for String T/(mf) 

Att At" ~..zt l..z .. 

0.0% 10.8 10.8 54.0 54.0 

2.0% 10.37 11.24 53.29 54.73 

4.0% 9.95 11.68 52.59 55.47 

6.0% 9.54 12.14 51.90 56.23 

8.0% 9.14 12.60 51.23 57.00 

10.% 8.74 13.07 50.57 57.79 
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n = 4 FEA Model for String T/(mf) 

AI 
1 A." 1 ~..z• "A.z" ~· ~· 

0.0% 10.391 10.391 48.00 48.00 126.745 126.745 

2.0% 9.688 11.107 47.05 48.97 125.27 128.25 

4.0% 9.000 11.838 46.118 49.959 123.83 129.78 

6.0% 8.325 12.584 45.20 50.97 122.42 131.34 

8.0% 7.663 13.346 44.31 52.00 121.03 132.93 

10.% 7.013 14.123 43.43 53.05 119.673 134.56 

Consider the following example. Let 1{x) be a linear function 1{x) = T0+ T1x. By using 

variable separation, we got the equation 

au o2U 2 T1- + (T0 + T1x)- + mp U = 0 ox ox 2 (8.30) 

U(x= 0) = U(x=L) = 0 

This equation is a linear equation with varying coefficients, its analytical solution can not 

be found. Since N'; is a constant, we get 

L 

k;i = IT(x)N/ N/ dx = (Trf..+T1L
212)N/N/ (8.31) 

For n = 3, L = 1/n, 1 = 1, the global matrices are 

the roots of Eq(8.34) are 
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(8.32) 

K=3(T0+T/6)[
2 

-l] M = ~~ 1
] 

-1 2 18l1 4 

(8.33) 

(8.34) 

(8.35) 

If we assume T0 to be a constant, and T1 vary from -0.1T0 to 0.1T0, the range of 

eigenvalues becomes 

At = 10.8(1 ± 0.1) To 
6 m 

~ = 54.0(1 ± 0.1) To 
6 m 

(8.36) 

If we take Ttx) to equal T0+ T1x with T1 being an interval variable, by using the similar 

process of Eqs (8.13) and (8.14), we get 

We obtain the following range of eigenvalues 

At = 10.8(1 ± 0.3) To 
6 m 

~ = 54.0(1 ± 0.3) To 
6 m 

(8.38) 

From this result, we observe that the interval mathematics yields a greater range than the 

exact one. If we assume that not only T but also m is a function of x, interval analysis is much 
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easier to deal with. Also, its should be noted that exact solutions are seldom available. 

For n = 4, L = 1/n, l = 1, the global matrices are 

[

2 -1 0 

K=4(T0+T/8) -1 2 -1 

0 -1 2 
M = .!!!._~ 24 

0 

96(T +T/8) 

1 0 

4 1 

1 4 

(8.39) 

I K - AM I = ~[2 ° 1 -41..] 
24 m (8.40) 

[(2 +{2) 96(T0 + T/8) -( 4 --{i)J.. ][(2 --{i) 96(T0 + T/8) -( 4 +{2)1..] = O 
m m 

The eigenvalues are 

1..
1 

= 10.378 (To+ Tt) 
m 8 

(8.41) 

If T0 is a constant, and T1 varies from -0.1T0 to 0.1T~ the ranges of eigenvalues are 

A.1 = 10.387(1 ± 0·1) To 
8 m 

A.3 = 126(1 ± 0.1) To (8.42) 
8 m 

If we take T(x) = T0+ T1x in interval analysis with assuming that T1 is a interval variable, 

by using the similar process in n = 3, we get the range of eigenvalues 

i-..1=10.387(1+ 0.1(2+/2)) To ~=48(1± 0.1) To Az=126(1± 0.1(2--{i)) To(8.43) 
8 m 8 m 8 m 

Noted that the result for the first eigenvalue is larger than exact range. 

Consider now another example. Let T(x) be a linear function T(x) = T0+ T1x, x E (0, 1), 

and m be constant and length be fixed at unity. First we find the exact range of natural 

frequencies of a 4-element treatment. 
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The stiffness matrix for k th element, k = 1,2,3,4, is 

k~"> = (kl4 T(x)N. N. dx = N. N.[ To + Tt 2k -1 ] 
IJ ./{k-1)14 ' 1 ' 1 4 2 16 

<"> _ T1 ( 2 k - 1 ) [ 1 
K~ - ( 4T0 + ) 

2 -1 

(8.44) 

after considering the boundary condition, u(O) = u(l) = 0, we have the global matrix 

2 -1 0 4 -3 0 4 1 0 

K = 4T0 -1 2 -1 
Tl 

-3 8 -5 M=~1 4 1 (8.45) 
+-

2 24 
0 -1 2 0 -5 12 0 1 4 

If we choose T1 = aT0, for eigenvalues A, we have equation jK-J..MI = 0 in the expanded 

form 

8 + 2a - ')J6 -4T - 3a/2 -'A/24 
To 

-4 - 3a/2 -/J24 8 + 4a - 'A/6 
m 

0 -4 - 5a/2 -'A/24 

0 

-4 - 5a/2 - iJ24 = 0 

8 + 6a-J../6 

(8.46) 

If T1 increases, the natural frequencies must increase also. The maximum and minimum 

values of frequencies will occur at maximum and minimum values of T1• If a varies between -0.1 

and 0.1, the exact range of 'A will be [9.861, 10.900]. 

Here we use interval mathematics to find resulting intervals. The linear function T(x) is 

treated as piecewise interval variables. 

For the case of two pieces, interval variable is expressed as 

X - [ [(1-a/2)T 1, (1 +a/2)T "] 
T( ) - ((1-a)T 1, (1 +a)T "] 
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xE(l/2, 1) 
(8.47) 



The element stiffness matrix for elements 1 and 2, is 

1 _ 4T0 [ 1-a/2 -{1 +a/2)] 
(Ke] - -~- -{1+a/2) 1-a/2 

11 4T0 !1+a/2 -{1-a/2)] {8.48) 
[K.,] = -~- -{1-a/2) 1+a/2 

In order to obtain the element stiffness matrix for elements 3 and 4, we must change a/2 

to a in above equation. 

After applying boundary conditions, the lower bound of global stiffness matrix and mass 

matrices become 

2{1-a/2) -{1+a/2) 0 l 
4T 

[K 1
] = T -{1+a/2) 2-3a/2 -(1+a) 

0 -(1 +a) 2(1-a) 

4 1 0 
m M = -1 4 1 
24 

0 1 4 

(8.49) 

For the upper bound (K"], we just change a to -a in Eq(8.49). We solve the equations 

I~- j .. }M I = 0 and I~- j .. }M I = 0 to get i.1 and ;...u, with resulting interval ')... =[5.8061, 14.885]. 

For the case of four pieces, the interval variable is expressed as 

((1-a/4)T 1, {1 +a/4)T 11
] 

({1-a/2)T 1, {1 +a/2)T 11
] 

T(x) = 
[(1-3a/4)T 1, (1 +3a/4)T 11

] 

[(1-a)T 1, {1 +a)T "] 

The element stiffness matrix for elements 1 is 

xE{O, //4) 

xE{ 1/4, 112) 

xE(1/2, 31/4) 

xE(3//4, l) 

{8.50) 

K 1 = 4T0 [ 1-a/4 -{1 +a/4)] 
[ "] I -(1 +a/4) 1-a/4 

11 4T0 [ 1 +a/4 -(1-a/4)] (8.51) 
[Ke ] = -~- -{1-a/4) 1 +a/4 

To obtain the element stiffness matrix for elements 2, 3 and 4, we change a/4 to a/2, 
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3a/4 and a in above equations, respectively. The lower bound of global stiffness matrix is 

l21-3a/4 -{1 +o./2) 0 l 
[K~ = 

4~0 -(1+a/2) 2-5a/4 -{1+3a/4) 

0 -(1+3a/4) 2-7a/4 
M = .!!!_t 

24 
0 

For the upper bound [K"], we just change a to -a in Eq(8.52). 

1 0 

4 1 

1 4 

(8.52) 

We solve equations IE - i..}M I = 0 and IE- i..}M I = 0 to get /.}and!..", and the 

resulting interval for first eigenvalue reads [1..1
1, 1..1"] =[6.577, 14.144]. The lower bound of the 

frequency can be used for design requirement that the excitation frequency squared Ae to be less 

than the lower bound 1..1 

1.. :s; J..' .. (8.53) 

8.3 Application of Qiu-Chen-Eiishakoff Theorem to an Uncertain Beam 

Here we discuss the problem of determination of interval eigenvalue for a beam with 

uncertain properties, namely elastic modulus, in the E(x) and mass density p(x), with the 

distributions of E and p being unknown. Let us first review the case of fixed parameters. 

The frequencies of the general uniform beam can be obtained by solving eigenvalue 

problem in context of the finite element method. The equation of motion for a beam can be 

written as 

[M]{q} + K {q} = {0} (8.54) 

where M and K are the mass and stiffness matrices respectively, {q} is a displacement vector. 

The definition of stiffness and mass element of the matrices in Eq(8.54) are 
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L 

k;i = [DN/1 N/' dx (8.55) 

(8.56) 

where i, j stand for the displacement at the endpoints, N; and~ are shape functions 

X X 6 X x 2 X 3 4 6x N1 = 1-3(-)2 +2(-)3 N"1 =--+12-; N2 = x-2-+- N"2 = --+-
L L L 2 L 3 L L 2 L L 2 

(8.57) 
2 6x 

N" = --+-
4 L L2 

The natural frequencies ro can be got by solving the eigenvalue equation, A = ro2
, 

IK- AMI= 0 (8.58) 

For free beam the element beam with four degree of freedoms, M, K and {q} are 

12 6L -12 6L ~H6 ~ 54 -131 'Vl 

D 6L 412 -6L 2L2 22L 412 13L -312 e. (8.59) Kz- M• (q} • 
L' -12 -6L u -6L 54 13L 156 -22L 'V2 

6L 2L2 -6L 4L2 -13L -3L2 -22L 412 
02 

It is convenient to use non-dimensional equation to solve the eigenvalue problem in 

Eq(8.58). The matrix M and K in Eq(8.59) can be reduced to a non-dimensional form by 

changing the displacement vector {q} to { q} = ( v1, 81L, v2, 82L) and dividing the second and 

fourth equations by L2
, i.e. multiplying from the left by the diagonal matrix 

The equation of motion for a beam is written as 
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1 0 0 0 

0 1/L 0 0 (8.60) 
0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1/L 

[At[M][A]{q'} +[AY[M][A]{q1
} = {0} (8.61) 

12 6 -12 6 

K' = [AY[M] [A] = .!!_ 
6 4 -6 2 

= .!!_[K"] (8.62) 
£3 -12 -6 12 -6 £3 

6 2 -6 4 

156 22 54 -13 

M' = [Af[M] [A] = pAL 
22 4 13 -3 (8.63) 

420 54 13 156 -22 
=pAL [M"] 

-13 -3 -22 4 

where the matrices M" and I(' are non-dimensional ones. 

The eigenvalue equation for a beam reads 

{ [K 1
] - A.[M']} {q'} = { .!!_[K•] - A.pAL[M"]} {q'} = {0} (8.64) 

L3 

Let y = DlpAL\ J.." = A/y, Eq(8.58) changes to 

IK"- A.*M•I = 0 (8.65) 

We can find the nondimensional eigenvalues 1..• by solving Eq(8.65). Natural frequencies 

roi are then found as (A../y)112• The beam is divided into n equal elements. If I is the length of 
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beam, the length of element is L = 1/n. Therefore y can be written as y = n4D/(pAt). 

A cantilever beam is considered with the boundary conditions v1 = 0, 81=0 at x = 0. The 

theoretical result for the natural frequency (Weaver, Timoshenko and Yang) is 

2 k4 
0>; = y i (8.66) 

where ki are the roots of the following transcendental equation 

cos(kl)cosh(kl) = -1 (8.67) 

Finite element method is used to find the natural frequencies. The beam is divided into 

n equal elements. First we let n = 2. After introducing boundary conditions, the global stiffness 

and mass matrices for Eq(8.61) become 

24 0 -12 6 312 0 54 -13 

K" = 0 8 -6 2 
M" = _1_ 

0 8 13 -3 (8.68) 
8 -12 -6 12 -6 8 420 54 13 156 -22 

6 2 -6 4 -13 -3 -22 4 

By solving equation jK
8
"-t.."M

8
"1 = 0, we can get four roots for t..i•, i=1,2,3,4. Theoretical 

and finite element calculations listed given in Table 8.2. 
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Table 8.2: Eigenvalues for a Cantilever Beam ( 1=1, y=l.OO) 

k;l Theoretical n=1 n=2 n = 10 

kll = 1.875 (0 2_ 
1- 12.35962 "-t=12.48021 "-t=12.37439 "-1=12.35915 

~I= 4.694 ro22= 485.48112 ~=1211.521 ~=493.7938 ~=485.551 

~I= 7.855 003
2=3807.01649 - ~=5648.484 ~=3808.487 

k41 = 10.996 ro/=14619.7156 - "-4=475484.10 "-4=14645.15 

8.3.1 Interval Analysis in Finite Element Setting 

Since the parameter D(x) = EI(x) is a interval variable, the matrix K for an free element 

is not the same as in Eq(8.59). According to the definition of stiffness element in Eq(8.55), the 

interval of kij responding to interval variable D(x) can be found by evaluating minimum and 

maximum of appropriate integrals 

L L 

k;J = I min ( D(x) N/' (x) Nj11 
(x) ) dx = I [ D(x) N/' (x) Nj11 (x) ]1 dx 

(8.69) 
L L 

k;j = I max ( D(x) N/' (x) Nj11 
(x)) dx = I [ D(x) N/' (x) N/' (x) ]" dx 

N"N" < 0 N-"N," [DN"N"]1 = D0N"N", [DN"N"]" = D"N"N". Fori equal to J·, N"2 is always 
1 J > 1 J 1 J I J I J I J I 

determine the positive or negative regions of the proouct N;"Nj ". Then the integration for kij yields 

kij" are given in the same form as in Eqs(8.70) and (8.71) by changing I to u and u to I. For 
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1 1 

kl~ =D I I N 2dx = 12D 1/L 3 ki,.=D I I N 2 dx = 4D 1/L 3 k~ =k},_ (8. 70) 

112 213 1 

~~=D I IN{' N;' dx + D u LN;' N;' dx + D I LNt N;' dx 

1 

"'3 "'32 = 41 z. 
1
1=D "IN1

11 N3
11 

dx·, lr k 

1/3 112 1 

k4~=D I I Nj' Ni' dx + D" LN1' N;' dx + D I LN1' N;' dx 

1/3 213 1 

k4~=D I I Nj' N;' dx + D u LN1' N;' dx + D I LN1' N;' dx 

1/3 112 1 

k4~=D u I N1' N;' dx + D I LN1' N;' dx + D "LN:' N;' dx 

convenience, we introduce mean values and deviations 

where 

- K" + K 1 

K = ---::--
2 

- -

K=K+AK 

K"-K 1 
IlK= . 

2 ' 

-
D =D +AD 

- D" +D 1 

D =-~--
2 

D"-D 1 

AD=-~-
2 

(8.71) 

(8.72) 

(8.73) 

K is constant matrix, D is a constant for the middle values of interval parameter, IlK is interval 

-
matrix, AD is a interval variable. For free beam element (n=1), we write IlK and K as 

!Jell = 12AD llk22 = 4L 2AD llk33 = !Jell 

llk21 = llk41 = 2_[109(D "-D ~-(D 1-D ")] 
36 

Ilk = Ilk = _!_[109(D 1-D ") +D "-D , 
32 43 36 J 

llk44 = llk22 

llk
31 

= -12/2(D 1-D ") (8.74) 

Ilk = _!_[20(D "-D ~-2(D i_D ")] 
42 18 

Therefore IlK can be written in the form (MJ i!: 0, Ilk, i!: 0.) 
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12 

IlK = /ill 55/9 
L 3 12 

55/9 

55/9 12 55/9 

4 55/9 22/9 /ill 

55/9 12 55/9 = L 3 [IlK, 

22/9 55/9 4 

In the similar way, we can write the matrix Kin the form 

12 6 -12 6 

6 4 -6 2 -- D = E.[K"l K=-
£3 -12 -6 12 -6 £3 

6 2 -6 4 

Here [ K"] is the same as [.K"], and K is the same as Kif we change D to D. 

(8.75) 

(8.76} 

We assume the function p(x) is an interval variable, 0 :s: p1 :s: p(x) :s: pu. By using 

Eq(8.59), and noticing N !I; does not change sign in the region x E [0, I] we get the interval 

matrix 

1S6p1 22p' S4p' -13p• 

M' = 
AI. 22p' 4p' 13p1 -3p• 

420 54p1 13p1 1S6p1 -22p• 

-13p• -3p• -22p• 4p' 

let 

p = p +6.p 

M=M+6.M 

we have 

lStSp• 22p• S4p• -13p1 

AL 22p• 4p• 13p• -3p1 

M•· 
420 54p• 13p• 1S6p• -22p1 

-13p1 -3p1 -22p1 4p8 

II l -_p"+p' 6.p = p -p p---
2 2 

6.M = 
M"-M 1 - M"+M 1 

M= 
2 2 
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156 sym 156 sym 

Mf = L\pAL 22 4 ii =PAL 
22 4 

= fiAL[M.] = L\pAL[Mf1 
420 54 13 156 420 54 13 156 

(8.79) 13 3 -22 4 -13 -3pl -22p1 4p" 

where K is the same as mass matrix with fixed parameter p. 

8.3.2 Global Matrix for a Cantilever Beam 

For convenience, we write the displacement vector for any beam element as 

q/ = (vl' 0) {q,Y = (v,, £1) (8.80) 

where l and r stand for left and right ends of the beam element. The corresponding matrices are 

[M] = ~: ::] - - ~· M,l _ [AM• AM,] [M] - - - [LW]- Mf Mf 
rl M., rl rr 

(8.81) 

[A1 = k' :·] - -~ K,l _ [AK" AK,l [K] - - - [L\K] - M( M( 
rl rr rl K., rl rr 

where [·]rr are 2x2 matrices, composed of the corresponding elements in Eqs (8.75) (8.76) and 

(8.79). 

Consider the boundary condition in a cantilever beam. The displacements of the left end 

of the beam vanish, hence, {q1}T = (0, 0), {qf = {q2}T = (v2> O:z). If the number of beam 

element equals unit, we have only one free node, i.e., two degrees of freedom. The global 

matrices are 
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- - pAL [156 -22] 
(M]g = [Mrr] = 420 -55 156 

- - n[12 -6] 
[K]s = [K"] = L2 -6 4 

ApAL [156 22] 
[AM]g = [AMrr] = 420 22 4 

12 55 
AD 9 

[AK]s = [AK"] = L2 55 
4 

9 

(8.82) 

For n = 2, we have 2 free nodes {4 independent freedoms), {q}T = (ql, q3T). Therefore, These 

matrices are 4x4 

312 0 54 
r~, -(l) -"'] - 22 +M22 M23 - PAL 0 8 13 

[M]g= -(2) ij<2> - 420 54 13 156 
M32 33 

-13 -3 -22 

24 

r(l) -(2) -(2)] -
- 22 +K;;, ~ D 0 

[K]g = -(2) -(2) = v -12 
~2 ~3 

0 -12 6 

8 -6 2 

-6 12 -6 

2 -6 4 6 

-13 

-3 - ApAL 
-22 [AM]g- 420 

4 

24 

AD 110/9 
[AK]g = L 2 12 

55/9 

312 44 54 13 

44 8 13 3 ~ 

54 13 156 22 

13 3 22 4 

110/9 12 55/9 

8 55/9 22/9 

55/9 12 55/9 

22/9 55/9 4 

For the number of elements n > 1, the global matrices cat"1 be put in the form 

- -For other global matrices, we can change Mlr to AM~r~ K~r or AKJr> 

8.3.3 The Positive Definiteness of Deviation Matrices AK and AM 

If the beam is free from boundary restrictions, the matrices AK and AM are not positive definite. 
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-1 -2 
"+Mu 

-2 

M" 0 0 0 0 

-2 
M, 

-2 -3 
M"+M11 

-3 

M" 0 0 0 

0 
-3 -3 -4 

0 0 0 M, M"+M11 
... 

(8.84) [M]8 = 

0 0 0 
- .. -1 ii;-1+Mu" ii" ... M, 

" 
0 0 0 0 ii" rl 

M" 
" 

In our cantilever beam, we use Routh minor principal determinants to check the positive 

definiteness property for n = 1, 2, 3. The results are listed in Table 8.3. From that table we find 

that all the minor determinant for IlK and AM are positive, i.e. they are positive definite. We can 

use induction method to show they are positive definite for any n. 

Table 8.3: The Minor Determinant for IlK and !J.M 

n=1 n=2 n=3 n=1 n=2 n=3 

!11 12 24 24 0.31 0.31 0.31 

~ 10.65 42.62 42.62 0.33 1.33 1.33 

!13 - 255.70 767.11 1.33 174.00 -

!14 - 162.83 1169.58 608.65 117.72 -

ils - 1871.33 - 75954.80 - -

A, - 27757.70 - 46664.33 - -
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8.3.4 Symbolic Interval Analysis in the Two Element Case 

The eigenvalue of the frequency equation with interval matrices 

IK- AMI= 0 (8.85) 

where K and M are interval matrices. Qiu, Chen and Elishakoff {1994) give the bounds of 

eigenvalues A 

K 1
- A-1M"= 0 K"-A"M 1 =0 

M 1 =M-llM -M"=M+llM 

where 

K 1 = K- M( 
-

K" = K + AK 

Let 

-
llD D 

a =--=-
D 

y = fiAL4 

where D = (D1+Dj/2, p = (p1+pj/2, Eq(8.85) are changed into 

y[K" - aAK1 - A.'[M* + flAM"] = o 
y[K* + aAK"] - A."[M* -flAM*] = o 

(8.86) 

(8.87) 

(8.88) 

(8.89) 

(8.90) 

For case of a cantilever beam with n = 2, the central matrices and the deviation amplitude 

matrices for mass and stiffness are given in Eq(8.79). To calculate the upper bounds of 

eigenvalues, we chose 
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The detenninant of ji( -M11 is 

a =-3312_556813 _ 28552(32 + 103280(33 + 1068337(34 

0 27 81 6561 

a1 = 1596774-2287296a+519432a2 +2940112-4300976a(3 

+113712a2(3+ 96713950(32 _ 48383200a(32 + 4880374a2(32 

81 27 9 

a3 = -670448+5126928a-4780008a2+323568a3 

2153536(3 40783724a(3 12435776a2(3 2984212a3(3 
- + - +----:~__.;... 

3 9 3 9 

a4 = 49441-1169280a+2239678a2-1169280a3 +49441a4 

The four roots of Eq(8.92) for lower bound of A are also given in Table 8.3. 

Determination of Resulting Interval for A 

(8.91) 

(8.92) 

We use the IMSL package to solve Eq(8.90). The results are listed in Table 4,5. From 

Table 4, we find for A1, single element model gives the sharp interval, for ~ the model with two 

elements gives a better interval, and for ~ and A4 the model with ten elements gives a sharper 

resulting interval. For A1 and ~. ten element model gives too bigger results interval. By 
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decreasing the parameter from 0.001 to 0.00001, that model gives sharper results (Table 8.5). 

The result about theoretical and fixed parameters FEM results (A. = 0) are given in Table 8.1. 

Table 8.4: Interval of A for a=~=0.001, y = 1.0, 

n=1 n=2 n = 10 

A.l 12.30 12.66 10.66 14.08 -601.59 568.96 

~ 1192.61 1231.03 491.72 495.88 -88.07 1094.20 

~ - 5632.59 5666.67 3209.97 4417.07 -

;.,4 - 46402.9 48829.9 14034.9 15259.7 -

Table 8.5: Interval Results for n = 10 with Different a and ~· 

theory FEM a=~= 0.001 a = ~ = 0.00001 

A.l 12.36 12.36 -601.59 568.96 6.56 18.18 

~ 485.48 485.55 -88.07 1094.20 479.61 491.49 

~ 3807.02 3808.49 3209.97 4417.07 3802.45 3814.51 

;.,4 14619.7 14645.2 14034.9 15259.7 14639.0 14651.3 
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Chapter IX Conclusions 

To the best of our knowledge this is the first thesis worldwide to investigate the 

application of interval mathematics in applied mechanics. In this thesis both interval 

mathematics and viscoelastic theory are combined. The main results and conclusions are 

summarized in the following: 

(1) Interval mathematics is powerful method to evaluate the uncertainty of system 

output if bounded uncertain inputs are involved in the system. 

(2) Semi-analytical approach and combined interval analysis - continuous variable 

method are suggested in interval analysis to get sharper resulting intervals than by using 

interval mathematics directly. 

(3) In viscoelastic setting expressions for critical axial load and critical velocity are 

obtained for different viscoelastic systems. Bolotin's and Matyash's results are special 

cases of the new expressions. 

( 4) The effect of damping on critical load and critical velocity has been discussed, and 

the expression for equivalent damping coefficient of viscoelastic material has been 

obtained. 

(5) The Qiu-Chen-Elishakoff theorem about the intervals of eigenvalues has been 

utilized to continuous string and beam problems treated by finite element method. The 
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positive definiteness property of deviation matrices for stiffness and mass matrices was 

established. For accurate evaluation of the lower order eigenvalues small number of 

elements are needed whereas for higher order eigenvalues more elements should be 

utilized. 

The following subject areas appear interesting for further research: 

(a) It appears advisable to find a practical method to deal with the correlation between 

variables in interval analysis; in this way interval analysis may yield sharper result; 

(b) It is needed to find an effective method to determine how many elements are 

necessary to determine the interval for specific eigenvalues; 

(c) It appears recommendable to investigate the effect of viscoelastic term with large 

parameter in front of it, on critical velocity for viscoelastic plate; 

(d) It appears recommendable to investigate critical velocity problem by differential 

operator expression discussed in Chapter V and to find the theoretical solution for several 

models such as Maxwell body and Kelvin body model; 

(e) Additional work may be recommended to fully utilize the potential of the 

fractional calculus, in conjunction with interval mathematics. 
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Appendix 

The coefficents for Eq(6.93) 

A4 = a1"3*a2*c"2 - 2*a1"2*a2"2*c"2 + al *a2"3*c2 + a1"3*bt"2*c"2 -

a1"2*a2*bt"2*c"2 - al *a2"2*bt"2*c"2 + a2"3*bt"2*c"2 + 

a1"2*bt"4*c"2 - 2*al *a2*bt"4*c"2 + a2"2*bt"4*c"2 + 

a1"3*bt*c"3 - a1"2*a2*bt*c"3 - al *a2"2*bt*c"3 + 

a2"3*bt*c"3 + 2*a1"2*bt"3*c"3 -

4*al*a2*bt"3*c"3 + 2*a2"2*bt"3*c"3 + 2*a1"2*a2*c"4 + 

2*al*a2"2*c"4 + 3*a1"2*bt"2*c"4 + 

2*al*a2*bt"2*c"4 + 3*a2"2*bt"2*c"4 + 2*al*bt"4*c"4 + 

2*a2*bt"4*c"4 + 2*a1"2*bt*c"5 + 4*al*a2*bt*c"5 + 2*a2"2*bt*c"5 + 

4*al*bt"3*c"5 + 4*a2*bt"3*c"5 + 2*al*bt"2*c"6 + 2*a2*bt"2*c"6 + 

2*a1"3*a2*c*e - 4*a1"2*a2"2*c*e + 2*al*a2"3*c*e + 

a1"3*bt"2*c*e - a1"2*a2*bt"2*c*e - al *a2"2*bt"2*c*e + a2"3*bt"2*c*e -

a1"3*bt*c"2*e + a1"2*a2*bt*c"2*e + 

al*a2"2*bt*c"2*e - a2"3*bt*c"2*e - 2*a1"2*bt"3*c"2*e + 

4*al*a2*bt"3*c"2*e - 2*a2"2*bt"3*c"2*e - a1"3*c"3*e + 9*a1"2*a2*c"3*e + 

9*al*a2"2*c"3*e - a2"3*c"3*e -

a1"2*bt"2*c"3*e + 18*al*a2*bt"2*c"3*e - a2"2*bt"2*c"3*e - a1"2*bt*c"4*e + 

14*al*a2*bt*c"4*e - a2"2*bt*c"4*e - 2*al*bt"3*c"4*e- 2*a2*bt"3*c"4*e -



2*a1"2*c"S*e - 2*a2"2*c"S*e - 4*al *bt"2*c"S*e- 4*a2*bt"2*c"S*e -

2*a1 *bt*c"6*e - 2*a2*bt*c"6*e + a1"3*a2*e"2 - 2*a1"2*a2"2*e"2 + al *a2"3*e"2 -

2*a1"3*bt*c*e"2 + 2*a1"2*a2*bt*c*e"2 + 2*al *a2"2*bt*c*e"2 -

2*a2"3*bt*c*e"2 + 10*a1"2*a2*c"2*e"2 + 10*al*a2"2*c"2*e"2 + 

a1"2*bt"2*c"2*e"2 + 2*al*a2*bt"2*c"2*e"2 + a2"2*bt"2*c"2*e"2-

al "2*bt*c"3*e"2- 2*a1 *a2*bt*c"3*e"2 - a2"2*bt*c"3*e"2 - 2*al "2*c"4*e"2 -

4*a1 *a2*c"4*e"2- 2*a2"2*c"4*e"2 + a1"3*c*e"3 + 3*a1"2*a2*c*e"3 + 

3*al*a2"2*c*e"3 + a2"3*c*e"3 

B4 = a1"2*c"2 - 6*al *a2*c"2 + a2"2*c"2 - 4*al *bt"2*c"2- 4*a2*bt"2*c"2 -

4*bt"4*c"2 - 4*al *bt*c"3 - 4*a2*bt*c"3 - 8*bt"3*c"3 + 2*al *c"4 

+ 2*a2*c"4 - 4*bt"2*c"4 - 8*a1 *a2*c*e - 4*al *bt"2*c*e - 4*a2*bt"2*c*e + 

6*al *c"3*e + 6*a2*c"3*e - a1"2*e"2 - 2*al *a2*e"2 - a2"2*e"2 

c4 =- 4*c"2 
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